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[FIRST REPRINT] 

SENATE, No. 1585 

STATE OF NEW JERSEY 

INTRODUCED MARCH 11, 1993 

By Senator GORMLEY 

AN ACT concerning prostitution, amending N.J.S.2C:34-1 and 
R.S.53:1-15 and supplementing Title 2C of the New Jersey 
Statutes. 

BE IT ENACTED by the Senate and General Assembly of the 
State of New Jersey: 

1. N.J.S.2C:34-1 is amended to read as follows: 
2C:34-1. Prostitution and Related Offenses. 
a. As used in this section: 
(1) "Prostitution" is sexual activity with another person in 

exchange for something of economic value, or the offer or 
acceptance of an offer {made in or within view of a public place] 
to engage in sexual activity in exchange for something of 
economic value. 

(2) "Sexual activity" includes, but is not limited to, sexual 
intercourse, including genital-genital, oral-genital, anal-genital. 
and oral-anal contact, whether between persons of the same or 
opposite sex; masturbation; touching of the genitals, buttocks, or 
female breasts; sadistic or masochistic abuse and other deviate 
sexual rel a lions. 

(3) "House of prostitution" is any place where prostitution or 
promotion of prostitution is regularly carried on by one person 
under the control, management or supervision of another. 

( 4) "Promoting pros ti tut ion" is: 
(a) Owning, controlling, managing, supervising or otherwise 

keeping, alone or in association with another, a house of 
prostitution or a prostitution business; 

(b) Procuring an inmate for a house of prostitution or place in 
a house of prostitution for one who would be an inmate; 

(c) Encouraging, inducing, or otherwise purposely causing 
another to become or remain a prostitute; 

(d) Soliciting a person to patronize a prostitute; 
(e) Procuring a prostitute for a patron; 
(f) Transporting a person into or within this State with purpose 

to promote that person's engaging in prostitution, or procuring or 
paying for transportation with that purpose; or 

(g) Leasing or otherwise permitting a place controlled by the 
actor, alone or in association with others, to be regularly used for 
prostitution or promotion of prostitution, or failure to make a 
reasonable effort to abate such use by ejecting the tenant. 
notifying law enforcement authorities, or other legally available 
means. 

[(5) "Public place" means any place to which the public or any 
substantial group thereof has access.] 

b. A person commits an offense if: 

EXPLANATION--Hatter enclosed in bold-faced brackets [thus] in the 
above bill is not enacted and is intended to be omitted in the law. 

Matter underlined~ is new matter. 
~atter enclosed in superscript numerals has been adopted as follows: 

Senate SJU committee amendments adopted May 6, 1993. 
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(1) The actor engages in prostitution; 
(2) The actor promotes prostitution; 
(3) The actor knowingly promotes prostitution of a child under 

18 whether or not the actor mistakenly believed that the child 
was 18 years of age or older, even if such mistaken belief was 
reasonable; 

(4) The actor knowingly promotes prostitution of the actor's 
child, ward, or any other person for whose care the actor is 
responsible; 

(5) The actor compels another to engage in or promote 
prostitution; 

(6) The actor promotes prostitution of the actor's spouse; or 
(7) The actor knowingly engages in prostitution with a person 

under the age of 18, or if the actor enters into or remains in a 
house of prostitution for the purpose of engaging in sexual 
activity with a child under the age of 18, or if the actor solicits 
or requests a child under the age of 18 to engage in sexual 
activity. It shall be no defense to a prosecution under this 
paragraph that the actor mistakenly believed that the child was 
18 years of age or older, even if such mistaken belief was 

21 reasonable. 
22 c. Grading of offenses under subsection b. (1) An offense 
:n under subsection b. constitutes a crime of the second degree if 
2-l the offense falls within paragraph (3) or (4) of that subsection. 
25 (2) An offense under subsection b. constitutes a crime of the 
26 third degree if the offense falls within paragraph (5), (6) or (7) of 
27 that subsection. 
28 (3) An offense under paragraph (2) of subsection b. constitutes 
29 a crime of the third degree if the conduct falls within 
30 subparagraph (a), (b), or (c) of paragraph (4) of subsection a. 
31 Otherwise the offense is a crime of the fourth degree. 
32 (.l) An offense under subsection b. constitutes a disorderly 
3J persons offense if the offense falls within paragraph (1) of that 
3-l subsection. 
35 d. Presumption from living off prostitutes. A person, other 
36 than the prostitute or the prostitute's minor child or other legal 
37 dependent incapable of self-support, who is supported in whole or 
38 substantial part by the proceeds of prostitution is presumed to be 
39 knowingly promoting prostitution. 
40 (cf: P.L.1991, c.211, s.1) 
H 2. R.S.53:1-15 is amended to read as follows: 
42 53:1-15. The sheriffs, chiefs of police, members of the State 
43 Police and any other law enforcement agencies and officers shall, 
H immediately upon the arrest of any person for an indictable 
45 offense, or of any person believed to be wanted for an indictable 
46 offense. or believed to be an habitual criminal, or within a 
47 reasonable time after the filing of a complaint by a law 
48 enforcement officer charging any person with an indictable 
49 offense, or upon the arrest of any person for shoplifting, pursuant 
50 to N. J .S.2C:20-ll, or upon the arrest of any person for 
51 prostitution, pursuant to N.J.S.2C:34-l, or the conviction of any 
52 other person charged with a nonindictable offense, where the 
53 identity of the person charged is in question, take the fingerprints 
:1-l of such person, according to the fingerprint system of 

21 
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identification established by the Superintendent of State Police 
and on the forms prescribed, and forward without delay two 
copies or more of the same, together with photographs and such 
other descriptions as may be required and with a history of the 
offense committed, to the State Bureau of Identification. 

Such sheriffs, chiefs of police, members of the State Policf:' and 
any other law enforcement agencies and officers shall also take 
the fingerprints, descriptions and such other information as may 
be required of illlknown dead persons and forward same to the 
State Bureau of Identification. 

Any person charged in a complaint filed by a law enforcement 
officer with an indictable offense. who has not been arrested, or 
any person charged in an indictment, who has not been arrested, 
shall submit himself to the identification procedures provided 
herein either on the date of any court appearance or upon written 
request of the appropriate law enforcement agency within a 
reasonable time after the filing of the complaint. Any person 
who refuses to submit to such identification procedures shall be a 
disorderly person. 
(cf: P.L.1982, c.219, s.1) 

3. (New section) Loitering for the purpose of engaging in 
prostitution. a. As used in this section, "public place" means any 
place to which the public has access, including but not limited to 
any public street, sidewalk, bridge, alley, plaza, park, boardwalk, 
driveway, parking lot or transportation facility, public library or 
the doorways and entrance ways to any building which fronts on 
any of the aforesaid places, or a motor vehicle in or on any such 
place. 

b. A person commits a disorderly persons offense if he: 
(1) wanders, remains or prowls in a public place with the 

purpose of engaging in prostitution or promoting prostitution as 
defined in N.J.S.2C:34-1; and 

(2) engages in conduct that, under the circumstances. manifests 
a purpose to engage in prostitution or promoting prostitution as 
defined in N. J .S.2C:34-1 l[; and 

(3) has previously been convicted of a violation of this section, 
or of N.J.S.2C:34-l or N.J.S.2C:14-4 or illlder any similar statute 
of the United States, this State or any other state for any offense 
that is substantially equivalent to N. J .S.2C:34- l or 
N. J .S.2C:l4-4Jl. 

c. Conduct that may, where warranted lUlder the 
circumstances, be deemed adequate to manifest a purpose to 
engage in prostitution or promoting prostitution includes, but is 
not limited to, conduct such as the following: 

(1) Repeatedly beckoning to or stopping pedestrians or 
motorists in a public place; 

(2) Repeatedly attempting to stop, or repeatedly attempting to 
engage passers-by in conversation; 

(3) Repeatedly stopping or attempting to stop motor vehicles. 
d. The element described in paragraph (1) of subsection b. of 

this section may not be established solely by proof that the actor 
engaged in the conduct that is used to satisfy the element 
described in paragraph (2) of subsection b. of this section. 

4. This act shall take effect immediately. 
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SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE 

STATEMENT TO 

SENATE, No. 1585 
with committee amendments 

STATE OF NEW JERSEY 

DATED: MAY 6, 1993 

The Senate Judiciary Committee reports favorably and with 
committee amendments Senate Bill No. 1585. 

Under the present provisions of N. J .S.2C:34-l, a person is guilty 
of prostitution if the person engages in sexual activity in return for 
something of value or if the person offers or accepts an offer in a 
public place to engage in sexual activity in exchange for an 
economic benefit. This requirement that a solicitation occur in a 
public place in order for an offense to be committed has resulted in 
many prostitutes waiting until they are in a private area such as a 
hotel room before discussing sexual activity. This practice has 
greatly hampered law enforcement efforts, particularly undercover 
operations, aimed at curtailing prostitution. In order to address this 
problem, this bill would delete the requirement that the offer of 
sexual activity occur in a public place in order for the offense of 
prostitution to be committed. 

This bill would also provide that persons arrested for 
pros ti tut ion be fingerprinted. Prostitution is presently graded as a 
disorderly persons offense. Disorderly persons offenses are 
nonindictable offenses. Under R.S.53:1-15, only persons arrested 
for indictable offenses are routinely fingerprinted. Prostitutes 
often use aliases and rarely carry indentification. Fingerprinting of 
pros ti tut es would help to identify repeat offenders. It would also 
aid law enforcement officers in those cases in which the person 
arrested is wanted on other charges. 

In addition, this bill would establish the offense of loitering for 
the purpose of prostitution. A person would be guilty of this 
offense the person loiters in a public place in a manner and under 
circumstances manifesting the purpose of engaging or promoting 
prostitution. This offense would be punishable as a disorderly 
persons offenses. The committee adopted an amendment that 
would eliminate as an element of the offense of loitering for 
purpose of prostitution that the person had been previously 
convicted of a prostitution-related offense. 
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SENATOR WILLIAM L. GORMLEY (Chairman): The first bill 

for today is Senate Bill No. 1585. 

First of all, I very much appreciate Senator Kosco 

coming down from Bergen County today to attend this hearing. 

The reason for the hearing is to go over two issues: 

One, specifically, a recommendation from the City of Atlantic 

City and former Assemblywoman Dolores Cooper. It's the bi 11 

I've introduced, Senate Bill No. 1585, dealing with changes of 

the State statutes dealing with prostitution. Also, our second 

topic will be to deal with the issue of compulsive gaming, for 

what has been an elusive resolution for years. What do we do 

for funding for compulsive gaming, and to see if we can be 

to have testimony today to build a form of consensus on that 

particular issue. 

As I said, I very much appreciate Senator Kosco coming 

today. You have a circumstance where this and other issues--

For years there has been a lot of focus on Atlantic City. 

Senator Kosco has been a member of this Committee, and served 

with me on this Committee for the last 17 months or so. He has 

a sincere interest in the redevelopment of this area and the 

building up of Atlantic City. 

This and other hearings have been opportunities for us 

to outline to Senator Kosco the problems that we face, and 

sometimes our problems are problems of other cities. 

Hopefully, we can come up with solutions that won't only just 

aid Atlantic City, but aid the rest of the State. 

Senator, I do appreciate you coming here today, and 

thank you for ·taking time out of your busy schedule. 

SENATOR KOSCO: Thank you, Senator Gormley. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: What we're going to do-- We have a 

trio of witnesses and they will -- we'll first deal with Senate 

Bill No. 1585. I'll ask my committee aide, John Tumulty, to 

outline the changes in the bill. Then what I would like to do 

after that is ask Assemblywoman Cooper to lead off the 
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testimony, then get a leg a 1 out 1 ine from Pau 1 Ga 11 agher as to 

the circumstances he has run into as Solicitor of Atlantic 

City, and then Detective Clarke can give us the outline of the 

actual problems on the street that are faced day-to-day, both 

by people in law enforcement and by visitors who encounter 

these circumstances. 

So John, if you would outline the bill first. 

MR. TUMULTY (Committee Aide) : Essentially, the bi 11 

would make three changes to the present law dealing with 

prostitution. The bill would delete the requirement that the 

offer of sexual activity occur in a public place in order for 

the offense of pro st i tut ion to be committed. The bi 11 would 

also provide for the fingerprinting of prostitutes, and the 

third thing that the bill would do is establish the offense of 

loitering for the purposes of prostitution. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Okay, thank you very much. 

I'd like first to introduce someone who has had 

introduced before and passed, in her term of off ice, 

legislation that has improved enforcement in this area, and has 

had a real interest in this as a former resident, and someone 

who still is deeply concerned about issues of this nature in 

terms of the image of Atlantic City. I would like to introduce 

former Assemblywoman Dolores Cooper. Dolores? 

D O L O R E S G. C O O P E R: Thank you, Senator. Good 

morning, everyone. It's a privilege to be here, considering 

the background that goes into today's hearing. 

On July 24, 1991, Governor Florio signed my Assembly 

bill to crack down on prostitution or its promotion; stiffer 

fines and penalties which we all hoped would check the spread 

of AIDS. 

At that time, depending on the circumstance of the 

offense, the promotion of prostitution was graded as either a 

crime of the third degree or a crime of the fourth degree. 

2 
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Now, what does that mean to a layman, with no pun 

intended? A third-degree crime is punishable by between three 

and five years in prison, and a fine of up to $7500. A 

fourth-degree crime is punishable by up to 18 months 

imprisonment, and a fine of $7500. 

Under my bill at that time, the crime of promoting 

prostitution was upgraded to one of the second degree if the 

offense involved a child under the age of 18. 

Living on Pacific Avenue in Atlantic City for 43 

years, I can tell you from firsthand that many of the 

pro st i tu tes who walk those streets day and night were 

children. The bi 11 continued on, if a person promoted 

prostitution of their own child or dependent, they were also 

guilty. Violation of this crime would be punishable by between 

five to ten years imprisonment and a fine of up to $100,000. 

At that time, the act of prostitution was classified 

as a petty disorderly person offense, punishable by up to 30 

days in j a i 1 or, a $500 fine. But what happened? In many 

cases, those charged with prostitution were back on the streets 

doing exactly what they were doing before. Do you think a pimp 

is going to lose his income? No way. 

I have brought with me today, and wi 11 leave it for 

your observation, a press coverage right after the bill was 

signed that appeared in the Atlantic City Press where 

prostitutes were interviewed by our police. And their 

sarcastic comments-- Because as one hooker said after her pimp 
• ,.!' 

beat 

that. 

her up, she said, "He was my pimp. I'm not ashamed of 

But he was more, he was my best friend and my lover, and 

I miss him." This was after he was shot. She said she was now 

working to make enough money to buy him a headstone for his 

grave. 

with. 

So that gives you the kind of thinking we were faced 

Many of you present today will remember the Channel 40 

expose on prostitution flourishing in Atlantic City. This was 

about two years ago. I formerly lived on Pacific and Stetton 
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Place, as many of you know, which was affectionately known as 

hookers' corner. While I was being interviewed by Channel 40, 

the johns drove up, cut their deals, and hookers got right in 

the car and drove off. Of course, all this was seen on 

television. 

Do you all know that the child prostitutes exchange a 

place to stay or food to eat for their sexual exploitations? 

And this still continues. I had hoped the crackdown would 

check the spread of the deadly AIDS virus, but has it really? 

Check your papers; you know it hasn't. 

I could go on and on about the experiences I've had 

with prostitution. I also, before the Governor signed my bill, 

was in Trenton with the late Captain Mucci and several 

detectives from our police department who also testified on the 

almost inability to cope with the ever-increasing problem, 

which is of course a detriment to Atlantic City. 

Now, I'm going to interject a persona 1 corrunent here. 

When the City of Trenton had started its rebuilding program, it 

was going along very slowly because of the high degree of 

pros ti tut ion. So the Trenton newspapers decided on a program 

of publishing the johns who were arrested when the prostitutes 

were arrested. Suddenly there was a drop in street 

prostitution, because if you were a john and your name appeared 

that you'd been picked up by the police and you're going to be 

in court, it was quite an embarrassment. 

All of us went to the local paper and tried to 

interest them in doing the same thing, but the suggestion was 

turned down and we never could get that through. I personally, 

as many of my friends in the casinos, feel that if the johns 

did have their names published, it would be a controlling 

factor. 

Therefore, I highly endorse Senator Gormley's bill, 

Senate Bill No. 1585, which of course after careful review is 

another giant step forward in attempting to protect cities such 

4 
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as Atlantic City, whose visitors to the casinos should be able 

to be without the fear and threat of hookers, and not be 

propositioned every time they turn the corner. 

As Mr. Tumulty just read, the three factors of the 

bill-- I think fingerprinting is probably one of the most 

important issues of your bill, Senator Gormley, because we know 

many of hookers are wanted for crimes in other areas. This 

will give our police department an opportunity to find out who 

these criminals are, and return them to where they come from. 

And perhaps it's a giant step forward in controlling one of the 

worst aspects of the casino era. 

In closing, because of where I lived, I saw 

pros ti tut ion year in and year out, long before the casino era. 

But it was not as flagrant and violent as it is today. So I 

think, Senator, you made a giant step forward, and I hope the 

Assembly and a 11 the Senate passes your bi 11. Perhaps we wi 11 

see a cleaner, better Atlantic City. 

Thank you. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Thank you, Dolores. 

I would like now to call on Paul Gallagher, the City 

Solicitor of Atlantic City, to go over the impetus behind the 

bill in terms of questions that arose to you, in terms of your 

providing advice to the police department, and the particular 

limitations that were placed upon the police department -- the 

complaints that came to you, if you would. 

p A u L G AL LAG HE R, ESQ.: Thank you, Senator, and 

good morning, Senator Kosco, members of the public. 

For the record, my name is Paul Gallagher. I am the 

City Solicitor for the City of Atlantic City, but perhaps in 

this context I should use my civil service title, which is 

Municipal Attorney, rather than the traditional title of City 

Solicitor. 

I'm here today on behalf of Mayor Whelan, and I 

believe -- or I can rarely say this -- even the City Council of 

5 
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Atlantic City to express our unanimous support of this pending 

legislation. 

By way of background, prior to being with the City, I 

served a stint as a County Assistant Prosecutor. In that 

capacity, I worked closely with the Casino Hotel Investigation 

Unit of the City of Atlantic City, and prosecuted successfully 

a number of armed robberies. 

The violence that Mrs. Cooper has addressed in her 

comments is relatively widespread. I remember after convicting 

one particular woman of the night, she acknowledged to me that 

she hadn't turned a trick in a year, and that she simply went 

out in the night and assaulted visitors. This is an old 

problem, and this bill does not eradicate this problem. But it 

is a wider problem than just what you see in the middle of the 

night when you drive down Pacific Avenue. 

Mrs. Cooper has talked about AIDS. She talked about 

the fact that children are brought into this business. It is a 

widespread social problem, but I do think that we are taking 

the right steps with this legislation, and I want to express 

our support of it. In fact, when Mrs. Cooper had her bi 11 

pending in the Assembly a bill which, to my understanding, 

is the predecessor of this bill -- we took that and adopted it 

as a city ordinance. 

Ordinance No. 99 of 

I provided the Committee with a copy of 

1991, which very closely parallels the 

legislation now pending. 

Of course, I'm sure our police department and Officer 

Clarke -- Detective Clarke will speak to the fact that having a 

2C violation .to enforce would be much more effective than an 

ordinance violation. We are very glad to see that our 

ordinance has the potential now of being raised to a higher 

offense. One thing that is in our ordinance that is not in the 

legislation, which I would suggest perhaps would be very 

helpful, is Section 4, where we specifically make the burden of 

proof something less than beyond a reasonable doubt. 
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We have in our ordinance said that, "The burden of 

proof, as to the existence of a prior conviction, shall be by 

the preponderance of the evidence, and that the court shall, 

pursuant to the rules of evidence, take judicial notice of its 

own records and the records of the Superior Court of New 

Jersey. It I make that recorrunendation because having an NCIC rap 

sheet introduced into evidence can be a very difficult matter, 

but if the court is given some discretion in accepting that by 

a burden of proof lower than beyond a reasonable doubt, I think 

that the teeth that are intended to be placed in this 

legislation will remain. 

Detective Clarke will speak to some of the specifics 

as to the public place. We endorse that change. We 

wholeheartedly endorse the aspect of fingerprinting. 

Detectives McKenna and Madamba have come to me on a number of 

occasions and asked, "How do we do this? How can we start to 

I have always turned to them and said, "The do this?" 

result is legislative." We' re very glad 

his 

to see 

only 

the 

responsiveness of Senator Gormley and Corrunittee in 

addressing what is a problem not only in Atlantic City, but 

throughout the State. 

There is a circuit that is traveled here. This is a 

stop on the circuit. People come here on the lam from other 

places, and people leave here on the lam to other places. By 

placing fingerprints and real identification means in a history 

that has application throughout the country, it will close the 

net on some very dangerous people, and wi 11 help law 

enforcement greatly. 

Just briefly on the loitering aspect of this 

legislation: As I said, ours was adopted in pa rt from the 

Seattle Municipal Code, 

pending Assembly bi 11. 

help to our officers on 

and in part 

I think that 

the street. 

from Mrs. Cooper's then 

it has been an effective 

As I said, it does not 

eradicate the problem, but it at least helps to keep the 
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hookers moving. It helps to make this a more difficult place 

to ply their trade, and it gives the police officers a means to 

make life less financially lucrative, because any prostitute 

who is not on the street is not making money, and is going to 

go elsewhere. As I said, we're not going to eradicate it, but 

we'd like it not only to keep moving up and down Pacific 

Avenue, but to move out of town. 

One final thought: A Philadelphia Municipal ordinance 

was recently adopted. The city has investigated the 

possibility of adopting a similar municipal ordinance 

provides for the impoundment of motor vehicles used 

which 

in the 

procurement of pros ti tut ion. My research to this date 

indicates to me a similar ordinance would be unavailable to a 

New Jersey municipality due simply to the complete preemption 

of that area by the State f orf ei tu re law. I would ask the 

Committee to take a look at what Philadelphia has done. I do 

have a copy of their ordinance in my office, and I'd be happy 

to provide it to the Senator. I don't know that a municipality 

in New Jersey can take that step, given the status of not only 

the forf ei tu re statute, but the cases which have been decided 

under it, which clearly preempt that and make that a State 

penalty. No municipal ordinance would really stand up if one 

were to be adopted. 

Thank you. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Thank you. 

I'd like to note for those present, we've been joined 

by Senator Brad Smith from Burlington County, and I certainly 

appreciate his attendance today at the hearing. 

SENATOR SMITH: I've had a wonderful walking tour of 

Atlantic City trying to find this place. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: You weren't doing any research for 

the bill or anything? 

SENATOR SMITH: No, actually I wasn't. 
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SENATOR GORMLEY: Okay. Thank you. 

Detective Clarke? What I would appreciate now-- If 

you could give us not just individual instances, but if you 

have any statistics. 

I think this is an opportunity, now that we have other 

members of the Committee from other areas of the State -- that 

they begin to get a handle firsthand of the pressures that are 

brought to bear on the Atlantic City Police Department that are 

unique for a town of 37, 000 people in terms of the volume of 

these incidents that occur if you have, generally, the 

person-hours that are spent dealing with these problems. 

And a point the Solicitor brought up: Any instances 

of crossover offenses, whether they be assault, drugs, or 

whatever they might be, to give an overall impact, if you would 

-- and to our other two witnesses, feel free to interject to 

supplement the Detective's testimony. 

I certainly appreciate your being here today, and the 

efforts of the police department for being the precipitating 

factor behind this legislation. So if you would, I would 

appreciate your testimony. 

D E T E C T I V E R 0 B E R T J. C L A R K E: Senator 

Gormley, Senator Kosco, and Senator Smith, and al 1 the guests, 

my name is Detective Clarke. I work in the Atlantic City 

Prostitution Section. 

A little bit of background on the unit: We were 

formed on July 11, 1991 by Chief Nicholas Rifice due to two 

problems. One was a number of complaints received by visitors 

of harassment by the prostitutes, and from Ms. Cooper and 

other--

SENATOR GORMLEY: 

Somebody's a little-- Just 

Excuse me for 

going to quiet--

one second. 

There was a 

little noise in the hallway. 

DETECTIVE CLARKE: 

formed for two reasons: 

received by visitors of 

Okay, go ahead. 

Okay, as I explained, we were 

One was a number of complaints 

harassment by the prostitutes 
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getting on and off the jitneys, they were congregating around 

doing pickpockets. When we worked on midnight-day shift, we 

were pu 11 ing in between five and six people a night to sign 

complaints on prostitutes on the street. At that time~-

SENATOR GORMLEY: As prostitution or as pickpockets, 

or a combination? 

DETECTIVE CLARKE: Prostitutes that were ,. 
pickpocketing. You would get off the jitney, and they would 

stop you and talk to you, "Hey, want a date?" 

doing this, they would be touching you and 

pickpocket you. You would never even feel it. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Do they work in 

themselves? 

While they' re 

·they would 

teams or by 

DETECTIVE CLARKE: It would be two, three, four. They 

would surround you, you know. At the time we started, I 

remember our first night out, we counted between 70 to 80 girls 

out at night on the streets on both sides of Pacific Avenue. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: When did this start? 

DETECTIVE CLARKE: This is July of '91, when we first 

performed. 

Mayor. 

if you 

The second was a video that was received by the 

I think Caesars Hotel filmed it. As a matter of fact, 

can look at the board, the officer talking to the 

prostitute, she was involved in a fight in front of Albrey' s 

Restaurant at Kansas and Pacific. If you freeze-frame the 

video, you can count at least 15 hookers and about five or six 

pimps watching the fight, among other people. It was just like 

an arena. They were surrounded. These two girls-

SENATOR GORMLEY: Who was fighting? 

DETECTIVE CLARKE: The two prostitutes the one up 

here in the picture, the female with the black pants and blond 

hair. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: They were arguing over the 

proprietary interest of the corner? 
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DETECTIVE CLARKE: Yes. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Oh. 

DETECTIVE CLARKE: They were fighting over that area. 

It was a long, drawn-out fight. I wish I had brought the video 

for viewing, but it was a very long fight, and I think she was 

injured in the fight. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: What was the hour? 

DETECTIVE CLARKE: About 2:00 in the morning. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Give us an idea, what are the prime 

hours, 10:00 to 2:00 or--

DETECTIVE CLARKE: When we first started in July, it 

was between as soon as it started getting dark. Right 

around dusk they would come out, and they would be out on the 

street. Now, at the present date, about 12: 00 they' 11 start; 

11:30-12:00 they'll come out. Right now, we have limited it 

down to maybe there are about 15 to 20 girls out on a given 

time. 

But they stayed out until -- at the time, the casinos 

closed at 4: 00 and 6: 00 on the weekends. That was a casino 

break. That was the heaviest rush. After the casinos break, 

the prostitutes left. That was their tour of duty, supposedly, 

and they left. They were off the streets. 

Now since casino gambling is 24-hours, they usually 

get off as soon as it starts getting daylight. They start to 

eventually leave the streets. In this business, it's supply 

and demand. As long as somebody is stopping to have act ion 

with a prostitute, they are going to be out there. 

But .after the video we were showing the video. 

Like I said, we were formed-- Since we've been formed July of 

1991, we have made over 1400 arrests just for engaging in 

prostitution, which would cover the lewdness statute also where 

we actually catch the prostitute in the act of prostitution 

with the john that would be in a public place, like a 

parking lot, or on a street corner. 
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SENATOR GORMLEY: How many convictions out of the 1400 

arrests? 

DETECTIVE CLARKE: The majority of them were 

convictions. They usually plead guilty the following day, in 

and out, and they leave this area. They would go to another 

section of the circuit, the circuit which consists of the major 

cities. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: 

Philadelphia or--

DETECTIVE CLARKE: 

on, you start--

Do you mean like New York, 

Depending on what circuit you're 

SENATOR GORMLEY: There are different circuits? 

DETECTIVE CLARKE: Yes. Depending on what-- It's a 

complex issue. But depending--

SENATOR GORMLEY: It's educational. Go ahead. 

DETECTIVE CLARKE: Say the Portland circuit: You 

would start from Portland, to Seattle, to Hawaii. Then from 

Hawaii you usually come to Las Vegas; Texas, depending on what 

conventions were in Texas; San Antonio; Houston; Dal las; New 

Orleans; again, in Florida, depending on what type of year it 

is. Then you would work your way up to Washington; 

Philadelphia; At !antic City is a major stop; New York. Then 

you probably would venture up to Toronto, Canada; then over to 

Vancouver; and then you would start back on the circuit again. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: So I guess this points up the need 

for the fingerprinting? 

DETECTIVE CLARKE: Well, as I'll explain to you a 

little later,- yes, fingerprinting is very-- It's one of our 

major tools. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Go ahead, I'm sorry. 

DETECTIVE CLARKE: Like I said, I'm going to talk on 

three subjects: a changing of the public place in the 

ordinance; changing the ordinance, "loitering for the purpose 

of prostitution," into a State statute; and the fingerprinting. 
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On the basis for a proposed change to the law, the 

unit has been conducting sweeps of prostitutes and johns. 

During a court session, a defense attorney argued that a hotel 

or motel room, once the occupants enter the room and the door 

is closed, is no longer a public place, but 

The argument was upheld and the word hit 

a private place. 

the street like 

wildfire. Since that time, the street prostitutes and females 

working out of escort services will not discuss any price or 

sexual act until they are in the room and the door is closed. 

This has put a major crimp in our investigations with 

the escort services. I'd like to say once, when we first 

formed our unit, if you looked in the "Hoot Magazine" or any of 

the Yellow Pages, there were only a couple of escort services. 

Now if you open it up, there are, I think, three or four pages 

dedicated to it. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Is that since the case? 

DETECTIVE CLARKE: No. At this date, if you open up a 

"Hoot Magazine" now, I think there are three or four pages 

dedicated to prostitution. In the directory -- Yellow Pages -

I think there are about 20. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Escort services? 

DETECTIVE CLARKE: Escort services working in this 

area. So that has dramatically risen since -- especially since 

this law has hit, too. 

you're 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Okay. 

DETECTIVE CLARKE: 

in a closed door. 

Basically, it 

Like I said, 

is legal as 

this has put 

long as 

a major 

crimp in our_ investigations into the escort services. Now, 

this is the reason for the deletion of the words and the 

definitions of "a public place" and "prostitution-free" in the 

engaging statute. 

On the loitering law, as previously stated the unit 

conducts sweeps on a monthly basis, usually two or three sweeps 

a month. The problem we run into is manpower. Sweeps are 
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conducted by the utilization of officers from within ACPD on 

overtime, or through other loans of officers from other 

rnunicipali ties. We use basically every surrounding community. 

We even went to the steps of Mt. Holly to bring men in. 

We cannot get the solicits from these particular 

prostitutes a 11 the time because there are only three men in 

our unit along with our sergeant. So that's why we pull these 

men in, to get the local girls that have been here. 

If you go down the street-- If I was to take you down 

tonight, I'd be able to tell you exactly every girl that's out 

there and her name, unless there are new girls in on the 

track. The local girls we cannot get -- basically, can't get 

them off the street. They are here to stay. You never wi 11 

get them off, unless like I said, we bring men in from other 

areas to get solicits. But now these girls all know that they 

don't say nothing until they get into the room. 

However, we can control their activities to a degree 

with the use of the loitering statute. We are well aware that 

the loitering statute has been found to 

because they're vague or encompasses-

recently passed legislation for loitering 

be unconstitutional 

The Legislature has 

for the purpose of 

possessing, 

specific in 

prostitutes 

would pass a 

Mr. 

sale, or 

nature. 

intent to possess drugs, which 

The loitering statute proposed 

is very 

for the 

is also very specific in nature, and we believe 

constitutional challenge. 

Gallagher has -- like I said, we passed that. The 

way we work on the loitering is, we usually set up a 

surveillance of a known area in which the girls have been 

convicted of prostitution within a year. We usually get three 

contacts, or three dates for the -- on the specific girl or 

whatever, and that's when we will arrest them and charge them 

with the ordinance which I think is 99 of 1991. 

Since the city ordinance has been passed for this same 

purpose I and a 1 though no challenges were made to this date I We 
feel that this too would stand a challenge. You might 
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quest ion, then, "If we a 1 ready have a city ordinance, why then 

a State statute?" The answer is simple: The ordinance is 

equivalent to a traffic ticket, an inconvenience for doing 

business in Atlantic City. Being made into a State statute, 

those municipalities that do not have the ordinances and have 

prostitution problems, such as Camden, Newark, and Paterson, 

now have more of a tool to combat this particular offense. In 

making it a disorderly persons offense, the penalties that can 

be carried -- a substantial fine, or incarceration. It is our 

belief that the way we send a message to the professional 

prostitute is by incarceration. 

We explain with the pimps, if you take the prostitute 

off the streets, they can't make their money; therefore, 

hopefully it will send the pimps -- and a pimp usually carries 

a couple of girls. We get them out of the city by 

incarceration, heavy fines, or community service. During those 

periods when he or she is actively engaged in their profession, 

time off the street, loss of money, and fines would put them 

back on the circuit and out of New Jersey. Making this a State 

statute would take a more substantial bite out of this 

particular offense. 

The third thing 

Charleton 

I would like to speak 

(phoenetic spelling) 

Individuals charged with 

about is 

currently 

engaging 

the 

has 

in 

fingerprinting. 

fingerprinting. 

prostitution or 

printed. Since 

lewdness under the present guidelines are not 

September 1991, the State has denied our 

request for fingerprinting. They have kicked them back for 

reasons saying the law no longer emcompasses fingerprinting for 

prostitutes. 

Since that I would like to show you something. 

This is a criminal history of one female which would probably 

go from your feet, past the wall -- about 96 feet long. This 

is one female with a criminal history record. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Is it all prostitution? 

DETECTIVE CLARKE: Yes. Prostitution-involved crimes. 
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SENATOR GORMLEY: How many arrests, total? 

DETECTIVE CLARKE: There are probably about 12 on each 

page and there are a hundred pages. This same girl, in Monroe 

Township in a mall, left her three kids and her clothes just in 

a car unattended. She has been missing. We don't know 

presumed to be dead or whatever. We don't know if she just 

left the kids to leave the pimp and take off. Now, if she's ,. 
working in New Jersey and you do not have this flyer-- If 

she's arrested for prostitution, if she is still working, we 

have no way of finding out who she is or locating her. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Okay. 

DETECTIVE CLARKE: And bring her back into custody for 

the abandonment of the children and other reasons. 

Also, on the fingerprinting-- There is a lady in 

Texas, a Sharon Easter. She is with Intelligence. She does 

things that Mr. Gallagher was speaking about. Here we call 

them armed robberies or whatever. The police word is a Mickey 

Finn robbery. It's a drug-induced robbery through different 

drugs scopolamine, tracilon. 

This drug, if it was to be used on you-- The 

prostitute would slip it into your drink, or however it would 

be given to 

high dosage 

you, 

of 

through maybe 

this, and it 

a kiss. 

would 

This drug 

knock you 

is a very 

out for 

approximately two days. When you wake up, you have no 

recollection of what happened. You're very vague on the 

description of 

couple of these. 

resulted in a 

whatever. 

the female. Mr. Gallagher 

They a re very ha rd cases 

couple from men having 

has prosecuted a 

to try. Death has 

heart attacks or 

The problem we have is, the only source to combat --

to investigate these is hopefully by fingerprints that the 

female will leave in the room. We've had a couple, one 

recently in the Taj Mahal where a male woke up, fell into a 

mirror, and cut himself up very severely. Like I said, these 
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cases are very hard to prosecute. One good thing is, inside 

the casinos we have good surveillance, so we usually can get a 

picture of the gi r 1 a vague picture, but we can possibly 

make an I.D. 

Like I said, the fingerprinting is a major-- If the 

girl has been in Atlantic City before, or anywhere else, the 

fingerprints can be read, sent to the FBI, and then come back 

as a positive match. At least we have identity on the girl. 

We can send this information to Sharon Easter in Texas and, 

therefore, she can notify all the towns. 

Also on the fingerprinting: It says there are 

previous -- where a Superior Court Judge can authorize a person 

to be fingerprinted by a court order. That order has 

limitations, and to be without the ability to have prostitutes 

fingerprinted reduces our investigation avenues. It also 

hampers our ability to track these individuals as they travel a 

circuit and are charged in various cities. 

We were just up in New York yesterday for the "Mentel 

Williams Show" on prostitution. We spoke with a detective from 

Portland, and he was just amazed that we did not fingerprint, 

that we're possibly the only city -- or now, I explained to him 

it's a State law. We're possibly the only State that does not 

fingerprint prostitutes. 

I'd like to speak on what Mrs. Cooper spoke about with 

the johns, with the newspaper. We do sweeps with a female. We 

call them reversals. We put the female out, and if the press 

was to publish these, they would probably have to add a whole 

new section onto the paper with a majority of a list of names. 

I mean it just-- As a matter of fact, when we do our 

reversals, we usually have to break down because we have too 

many people. There will be people waiting in line in the 

parking lots to come back up and speak with this girl, just 

waiting in line to have a date with this female, or whatever. 

They'll watch the guys go in and come walking out in 

handcuffs. I mean, it's just astronomical, the business--
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SENATOR GORMLEY : So you' re advocating the publishing 

of the names also? 

DETECTIVE CLARKE: I think that would be a great tool, 

especially in the paper. If they had it maybe once a month, 

I· .1 sure they would sell more papers than they' re trying to do 

on the boardwalk now with the homeless. That Wednesday 

circular, people would want to pick it up and just read the 

names and addresses to see the people. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: That would be a real fun day for 

some people, I'll tell you that. 

DETECTIVE CLARKE: I'll tell you, the people that we 

have arrested and ties, my neighbor and probably your 

neighbor. It's amazing the people we do arrest for patronizing 

prostitution, or now it's called "engaging in prostitution." 

The same thing with the forfeit statute. We would have to 

probably buy another city tow lot just to house these vehicles 

for forfeiture reasons. 

We were down in Miami -- or our Captain was down in 

Miami -- where they have this forfeiture law, and they had two 

detectives assigned just to inventory the cars while they were 

doing the case. They said then, again, they had to shut down 

the operations because the parking lot was just too full of 

vehicles and they had too many arrests. It takes us 

approximately about a half hour to do the paperwork on each 

case. There's just not that much time in a day. That's why we 

usually have to shut down the operations. 

I want to thank you for your time and consideration. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Thank you. 

Senator Kosco, do you have any questions? 

SENATOR KOSCO: I have a question for Mr. Gallagher. 

MR. GALLAGHER: Yes. 

SENATOR KOSCO: You had talked about your ordinance in 

Section 4, which is: "The burden of proof as to the existence 

of any other prior conviction shall be by preponderance of 
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evidence, and the court shall, pursuant to the rules of 

evidence, take judicial notice of its own record, etc." 

Now, there is a procedure proposed right now by the 

Attorney General's Office to change the rules of evidence, and 

the legislation in by Senator Dorsey, I think, to make some 

changes in the rules of evidence. Have you looked at that to 

see if that would have any effect on your legislation here? 

MR. GALLAGHER: No, I have not, but I will review that. 

SENATOR KOSCO: It might be something you want to look 

at, because if there is leg is la ti on in to change -- to make 

some changes in the rules of evidence, it might have an effect 

on it; I'm not sure. I don't have a copy of it with me. 

The other question I had to the Detective: Are there 

any statistics that you have that will tell us that prior to 

24-hour gambling, we had this many arrests; since 24-hour 

gambling, it has increased? 

DETECTIVE CLARKE: I could research that and we do 

have our stats -- our monthly stats. I could go back to the 

time that the 24-hour gambling was-- I don't think the 24-hour 

gambling had any effect on the number of prostitutes on the 

street. I just think that at that time, they might stay out a 

1 i tt le bit later. Usually the midnight/day pat ro 1, once it 

starts getting a little light out and other people start coming 

to work -- the midnight shift is very good on, basically, quote 

"hurtling them out" off Pacific Avenue. 

SENATOR KOSCO: When we deliberated an increase of the 

hours of the casino to 24-hours and I supported it, and I 

probably would continue to support it-- We don't think about 

some of the aftereffects that may happen. I'm just wondering 

if that--

DETECTIVE CLARKE: Personally, I don't think it has 

anything to do with it the casinos staying open. Like I 

said, they might stay out a little bit longer before the 

daylight saving time because they had their extra hour of 
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nighttime, but I don't think that the casino gambling has any 

effect on the number of prostitutes. I don't think, when we 

interview them, they come to town knowing casino gambling is 

24-hours. 

SENATOR KOSCO: Thank you. 

SENATOR SMITH: No, no questions. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Before Assemblywoman Cooper wants to 

make a point -- before that, how many names would be published 

a month, do you think, if you did this? 

DETECTIVE CLARKE: If we actually did a sweep every 

night for a month, I would say, like, again-- We could do it 

every night. I mean, we could set up on a corner every night, 

switch the corners, and pick up somebody different. Like I 

said, we have arrested everybody from judges down to homeless 

people. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: All right, let's not get into names 

here. 

DETECTIVE CLARKE: No Senators. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: No Senators. Thank you very much. 

You can continue testifying. (laughter) 

DETECTIVE CLARKE: It's whatever visitors are in the 

city that night. Usually around 10 we usually give the 

number around 10, and that happens in a couple of hours. Then 

we have to shut down and do our paperwork for the night. If we 

can--

SENATOR GORMLEY: So there would be about 300 names a 

month. 

DETECTIVE CLARKE: Oh, yes. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: When you do reversals, it could go 

through the ceiling? 

DETECTIVE CLARKE: That is what I was talking about, 

reversals. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Okay. 

DETECTIVE CLARKE: Yes. 
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SENATOR GORMLEY: I appreciate your testimony. 

Assemblywoman Cooper, you have a point you wanted to 

make? 

MS. COOPER: To implement Mr. Clarke's presentation, 

which of course was an excellent one, I just would like to read 

just a couple of sentences from an original newspaper article. 

"Police nabbed 11 johns in a sting using two 

undercover officers. Included were a Greyhound bus driver, 

several married men, and two men found to be in possession of 

cocaine and marijuana. And speaking of a instance, one gi r 1, 

Angela, came to the city from Portland, Oregon with her pimp. 

Many street walkers travel circuits between other cities and 

Atlantic City. And if they are arrested too many times, and it 

seems like they would face a jail sentence, they move on, 

police said." 

A final comment about seasons focusing on gambling: I 

used to have to call the police department because the hookers 

were using my front porch -- the furniture on my porch, and 

leaving condoms all over my porch. So I would leave the porch 

(indisernable)-- Street walkers say that they can easily make 

$1000 a evening on the weekends. Of the women that they 

interviewed, most of them came to the city for the money. 

"Atlantic City in the summer can be one of the most profitable 

areas in the country," they said. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Okay. Well, thank you very much for 

the testimony. I appreciate it. 

I would like to call-- First of all, I would like to 

acknowledge the presence of the head of the Division of Gaming 

Enforcement, Alvin Shpeen. 

I would like to call from the Attorney General's 

Office, Jane Groll. 

JANE GR 0 LL: Good morning, Senator. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Good morning. 
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MS. GROLL: I'm happy to be here to testify on behalf 

of the Attorney General in support of the Committee's effort to 

deal with this difficult problem. As always in these areas, 

there is quite a tension between regulating the business and 

personal aspects of activity in this. There was quite a change 

in that area in '91 when the bill was signed, and this change 

on the offer and acceptance is certainly cqnsistent with the 

change that was already made in 1991. 

With respect to the loitering offense, a 1 though there 

are many loitering offenses that have been challenged as 

unconstitutional, the Attorney General's belief is that this 

loitering offense is drafted and properly tailored to be 

limited by the purpose, and should not run into those 

difficulties as much, like the loitering for the purposes of 

distribution of drugs that was signed last year. With the one 

exception and the burden of proof issue has come up 

constitutional difficulties. We think challenges certainly 

would be likely, and if the burden of proof were to be 

switched--

SENATOR GORMLEY: On the record--

MS. GROLL: --better still, we think it on the element 

of prior conviction. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Okay. 

MS. GROLL: Better still, we think, is eliminating 

that element of prior conviction. If we're to criminalize 

loitering for the purposes of prostitution-- It seems the way 

the bill is now, it is a necessary element of the offense. So 

a person who · has not yet been convicted cannot be prosecuted 

for the offense. It may be the best of all worlds not to make 

a distinction on the basis of their status as a prior offender 

a necessary element. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Good suggestion. 

MS. GROLL: Thank you. 
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With respect to the fingerprinting: With the AFIS 

system that the State Police has in place now, the Automatic 

Fingerprint Identification system -- excuse me for speaking in 

bureaucratese, by the initials that system and this bill 

make a tremendous amount of sense together. A fingerprint 

comparison that used to take it couldn't be done in many 

instances. When prints were found at the scene of the crime, 

if there was no suspect, they were very little use to the 

police because it would take approximately 30 years of an 

officer's time to do a comparison of all the data bank. The 

automated system now can do that kind of comparison of latents 

found at the scene in less than 30 minutes. 

All of the things on record permit a useful use of the 

fingerprints that may be left by people whose fingerprints we 

acquire. This fingerprinting aspect is probably a very big 

solution, especially given the other serious crimes that are 

associated with prostitution that people have testified to this 

morning. 

That's all I have to say. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: I appreciate the testimony, and as I 

noted, an excellent suggestion. 

I think the important point to be made, although we're 

taking testimony really from one municipality, is the unique 

relationship between the State and the Atlantic City Police 

Department, and the broad brush that is painted about Atlantic 

City that we are all under whenever there are problems. 

Hopefully and I know there's a good working 

relationship ~- bu_t hopefully in this area and others we can 

engender even a higher level of cooperation, especially since 

the Division has the jurisdiction within the building. A 

number of people in the building-- Because eventually we' re 

going to possibly get to the point where certain duties that 

have been assumed by the police department within the 

buildings, okay within the facilities-- There could be 
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potential expansion of the OGE prerogatives within those 

buildings to free the Atlantic City Police Department for 

matters outside the building. That's something I think we' re 

going to see in the ·future because of the budgetary restraints 

that a re on the city, and the need for addition a 1 assistance 

from the State. 

Whatever can be done in a cooperative fashion, I 

think, has to be done. Because quite frankly, bad publicity 

for Atlantic City is simply bad publicity for New Jersey. This 

is one small step in the right direction. 

I appreciate your comments. 

MS. GROLL: Thank you very much. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: I appreciate the testimony on the 

bill. The bill will be listed for full Committee vote on May 

6, and anybody who has testified today can check with our 

Committee Aide, John Tumulty, with regard to the modifications 

that we have talked about. 

The next topic is going to be on the issue of 

compulsive gaming. 

SENATOR KOSCO: Can I just make a statement, please? 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Sure. 

SENATOR KOSCO: I'd just like to make one statement 

pertaining to Atlantic City specifically, because many people 

may think that legislators from the northern part of the State 

are not concerned with what goes on down here in Atlantic 

City. 

I live in Bergen County. I've lived up in Bergen 

County all my life. I travel down here, and I remember 

Atlantic City from years ago when -- way, way, way prior to 

gambling coming in here. Our concern is the same as your 

concern, and whatever we can do -- and that is the reason why 

we're here from up there. 

We are concerned that, as Senator Gormley said, the 

image of the State of New Jersey-- Atlantic City is the image 

of the State of New Jersey. Many people, when they come into 
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the State of New Jersey at this point, come down here. They 

don't see the rest of the State. They don't drive the length 

of the Parkway like I do. They don't see the Pinelands; they 

don't see all the scenery. They come down and say, "Gee, how 

come you call this place the Garden ·state?" 

The same thing happens when they come into Newark 

Airport and they go from the Newark Airport to New York. They 

come into Newark Airport; they see the New Jersey Turnpike and 

they say, "How can anybody call this place the Garden State? 

All it is is oil tanks 

the air, coming out 

24-hours-a-day." 

So the 

State who don't 

image 

have 

and 

of 

that 

the 

gas lines; flames bursting up 

the gas tanks. That goes 

the people get 

opportunity to 

who come into 

drive around 

into 

on 

the 

the 

Highlands up north and the Pinelands down here in the southern 

part of the State, and see what you and I see, who travel up 

and down the State of New Jersey-- We want to impress these 

people, if you will, because we want them to continue to come 

back here. We want to impress 

concerned about all of New Jersey, 

area. 

them that New Jersey is 

including the Atlantic City 

Our job and our goal is to try to make Atlantic City 

look as nice as we can, give everyone a reason for coming down 

here and continue to come back here. We're all concerned about 

what's happening down here in Atlantic City. We will continue 

to work together with all of the legislators to do whatever we 

can to make it prosper and to make it grow. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Thank you. 

The issue of compulsive gaming comes up whenever we're 

dealing with a new form of gaming, expansion of gaming, or 

whatever. What I sincerely want to do is work towards a common 

solution in terms of-- Obviously, we• re going to hear about 

the need for money in a variety of areas for compulsive gaming, 

and no one questions that something should be done in terms of 

a stable source. 
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My feeling is that we're going to have to work towards 

some form of change to the Constitution for this year that will 

provide the voters an opportunity to say that money that comes 

from a variety of forms of gaming -- a certain portion of that 

could be used towards the problem of compulsive gaming, but 

that's just my personal feeling. We don't have a particular 

amendment in right now to do that. But what we're trying to do 

is sincerely seek a consensus so that people who are concerned 

with this issue don't feel that they come in at the end of 

another topic on gaming, and that we give this the focus that 

we think people feel that it does deserve. 

I'd like to call and ask for suggestions in terms of 

funding sources, or whatever, from the witnesses that are going 

to come up today. The first is Dr. Michael Frank, New Jersey 

Council on Compulsive Gaming; and Harry J. Russell, Vice 

President of Mental Health and Community Services, JFK Medical 

Center. 

HA R RY J. R U S S E L L: Good morning, Senator. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Good morning. 

MR. RUSSELL: I appreciate this opportunity to meet 

with you this morning to consider, as you have already 

indicated, this very important issue of not only compulsive 

gambling, but from the point of view of someone in the 

treatment area, support of that type of program or service. 

Perhaps I'm somewhat like you in the sense that, up 

unt i 1 a few years ago, I was really not very knowledgeable in 

this area. I recall quite vividly-- By the way, I'm a mentpl 

health speci~list and have had mental health programs 

throughout the State of New Jersey for a few years. 

One of the places that I was operating in was the 

Mental Health Clinic in Perth Amboy, back in 1961. I recall 

some individuals who came to me expressing concern about 

Gamblers Anonymous, or as they had said, GA. I didn't know 

what that was, very honestly, in the field because it was a new 
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thing. It was some years later, however, that I was introduced 

further by members of GA to the serious nature of this 

addictive condition, as well as the problem as it relates to 

recognition by the psychiatric profession that this, indeed, is 

an addictive condition deserving of support. 

All of which leads up to the fact that about 1984, we 

became the first outpatient treatment facility in the State of 

New Jersey with the assistance of a support grant from the 

Department of Health in the amount, specifically, of $75,000. 

SENATOR KOSCO: Seventy-five? 

MR. RUSSELL: Yes, sir. 

I would hastily add that that amount was never 

intended in a hospital setting such as I operate out of to 

cover the services rendered. I think we need to keep in mind a 

couple of things, not the least of which is, number one: This 

tends to be primarily a middle-class condition. It's important 

to keep in mind, because you've got to have money in order to 

bet. Secondarily to that is--

SENATOR KOSCO: Excuse me. Can I just ask you a 

question? What is your interpretation of middle-class? 

MR. RUSSELL: Let's say someone employed. 

SENATOR KOSCO: Pardon? 

MR. RUSSELL: An employed person. 

SENATOR KOSCO: That's middle-class? 

doesn't matter? 

Salary range 

MR. RUSSELL: No. What we• re seeing is BMWs. We' re 

seeing those kinds of cars pull up. We' re seeing people from 

Wall Street. 

The heaviest kind of gambling that we've been exposed 

to is primarily from the casino, I understand that is still 

number one; secondarily, the race track; and only after that 

the lottery and so on. So they• ve got to have the money in 

order to begin this, but not unlike many other kinds of 

addictive behaviors, it becomes an uncontrollable condition. 
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If any of you are smokers or coffee drinkers and try 

to cut back on that, you know a bit of what I'm trying to 

emphasize here. So, like with some of the other addictive 

behaviors, this particular one has to hit bottom or a critical 

nature in terms of the individual's willingness to seek help. 

Since over the last almost ten years now, we have been 

a part of JFK's gambling treatment program in assisting in the 

development of a few other programs, not the? least of which is 

one you will hear from, I'm sure, a little later in this 

hearing in Atlantic City, as well as other places across our 

State. 

When we opened up our facility, we began, 

surprisingly, to see not only people in need from the State of 

New Jersey, but outside as well. They came across our State 

lines both from Pennsylvania and New York on one side; on the 

east, Staten Island as well as Rockland County. Of course, 

with the creation of more programs such as ones in Philadelphia 

and the Staten Island one I referred to, the numbers from that 

point of view have been reduced from outside of the area. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: What are the number of patients a 

year? 

MR. RUSSELL: I beg your pardon? 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Patient count a year? 

MR. RUSSELL: I brought some material for you in that 

regard. 

We started out in 1984 and we count rather than 

count patients, we count visits. In that year, we had 586. In 

1990, we had 2327. It begins to give you an idea of how the 

visit numbers have increased over the period of time. The 

accessibility -- the awareness, if you will, that people have 

had of the seriousness of this condition, number one, and where 

they can get help. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Would you just describe -- this is 

on an average basis -- treatment? What is your definition of 

treatment? I think that would be interesting. 
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MR. RUSSELL: Treatment is handling similar to what I 

mentioned earlier of any of the addictive conditions. 

Specifically, there is a diagnostic evaluation rendered at the 

outset. There is a recommendation made by clinical staff 

whether this individual would benefit from individual and/or 

group therapy. We supplement this, by the way, with the GA 

program, which meets regularly at our facility; both a regular 

program which meets weekly and Saturday mornings, in addition 

to which we have in the last two years seen fit to open a youth 

or young adult program which meets on Monday night. The 

treatment that you refer to, sir, is rendered on a weekly 

basis, and as I say, depending on the particular individual's 

needs, may be expanded to include group therapy as well. 

Are there any other questions I can respond to? I'll 

be happy to. As I said, I brought some material here for you. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Sure. 

SENATOR KOSCO: The types of gamblers that you are 

dealing with, can you give us some kind of a range? It seems 

to me that the casinos are getting a bad rap, because according 

to statistics that we look at from 1985 until 1992, sports 

betting went from 16 percent to 4 7 percent; lottery went from 

11 percent to 52 percent; horse racing went from 20 percent to 

36 percent. These are the stats that come from-- I'm just 

reading them out of here. 

Why do we continuously blame the casinos for the 

increase in gambling when the State is involved in horse racing 

and the State is involved in lottery? That seems to be-- From 

11 percent to 52 percent, if the casinos were responsible for 

that kind of jump, you'd see legislators out there screaming to .. 
close down the casinos. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: We still have a couple who do that 

anyway. 

SENATOR KOSCO: So here we 

and saying, "They have to do this. 
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they have to do the other thing." The lottery has got the 

biggest increase, probably affecting most of the people who go 

down to the candy store and buy their tickets. 

The other question that I have is: You said that most 

of your people are sort of wealthy people. Again, the stats 

that I'm looking at here, coming from the compulsive gambling 

groups, are that the average person is under the salary of 

$37,000. I don't think that is middle income anymore. I know 

the president says that your middle income and you're very 

wealthy if your making $37,000, but I don't think that is the 

case. According to these stats, only 8 percent of the people 

are professional people, so that sort of goes against the 

numbers that you're giving us. 

MR. RUSSELL: Let me start with the second question 

first. When I said middle-class, I was trying to describe the 

kind of sophisticated person that is engaged in this kind of 

addictive behavior, okay. By the way, even though they're 

employed, as a result of their addictive behavior, they develop 

the kinds of debts that really put them into the serious 

condition of hitting bottom and them requiring -- and they' re 

not covered, by the way, in terms of insurance, third-party 

health insurance now. So they're the ones that are coming 

forth. 

In addition to that, the second point you raised about 

casinos versus-- I don't think we're prepared to put the blame 

for something like this on any of the above. As a treatment 

facility, we're primarily there to respond to a need that is 

expressed no matter where it is found. As far as the material 

that you are referring to now as to the breakdown, we're not as 

in touch with that. 

SENATOR KOSCO : So there may be different types of 

people that you're dealing with? 

MR. RUSSELL: Sure. 
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SENATOR KOSCO: For example, they say that the 

analysis released Tuesday shows the average caller to the 

Council's hot line -- the 1-800-Gambler -- was approximately 33 

years 

over 

old, with 

$34, 000 in 

a average 

gambling 

income of 

debts. 

under $3 7, 000, and with 

That is how they are 

classifying that? 

MR. RUSSELL: I would defer to that. 

work very closely with the Council because 

By the way, we 

part of their 

expertise is in responding to this. They have GA members who 

are peers, who are actually relating very vigorously. Then 

these people are referred to us for the treatment, as well as 

some of the other treatment resources in the area. 

SENATOR KOSCO: Thank you. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Senator Smith? 

SENATOR SMITH: Out of these people that you see for 

the gambling problems, how many of those people have multiple 

addictions like alcohol, drugs -- you know, not only gambling 

problems, but other problems? 

MR. RUSSELL: It's interesting for you to bring that 

up because initially when we started to provide the treatment, 

it was primarily focused, as I mentioned earlier, on the 

addiction to the gambling. What we're discovering is an 

increased number of sensitivity from our point of view and 

the feel, by the way -- to substance abuse, and I would add, 

mostly alcohol rather than the other drugs. So we are 

beginning to-- There are some research studies that are taking 

place locally and across the nation touching on--

SENATOR SMITH: Was that a small percentage of the 

people you see, or is that 50 percent or better, would you say? 

MR. RUSSELL: At this point, I would say it's 

somewhere around 20 to 25 percent. 

SENATOR SMITH: That would have multiple addictions? 

MR. RUSSELL: Right. 
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SENATOR SMITH: And the people that have built up 

gambling debts, does that come from gambling legitimately, or 

through any means that they can find to gamble? 

MR. RUSSELL: I would say more the latter. They get 

in trouble. These are the people that are constantly on the 

phone. They cannot control the compulsion to make contacts ·for 

that bet. And the scary part for us most recently I mention 

the substance abuse piece -- is the involvement of our youth. 

I recall a couple of years coming down here to the 

Education Association -- the Teachers Association to set up 

a booth in concert with the Counci 1 on this issue. We were 

trying to reach out to the teachers. It was interesting. As 

they walked by our booth, they made the wide circle the 

teachers did. We went out in front and engaged them, had them 

come in and said, "Look-- "Oh no, no. We' re just down here 

because this is where the conference is. We're not gambling." 

I said, "That's not what we're about. We want to talk with you 

about the gambling involved with your kids." "Oh. Well, what 

do you mean?" 

Then we began to talk with them about the sports 

betting; we began to talk with them about the slot machines, 

and some of the other activities that they're engaged in. "Oh, 

yes." Because they're cutting school; they're getting that bus 

frequently; and they weren't challenged when they came through 

the doors of some of the facilities here. That's when they 

began to ask us to make presentations to them about the serious 

nature of that. 

By the way, that has increased considerably in the 

last several years. The Council has been especially active in 

that regard. We have a peer counselor on our staff who is a 

recovering person, and they do a great deal of this kind of 

activity as well. We are beginning to make a dent in this. 

The problem we have, specifically in our facility, has 

to do with the financial support. The hospital setting, with 

all of its other problems in terms of health benefits, 
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reimbursement, and etc., 

justifying an outpatient 

fortunate, as I say, in a 

amount to assist us. 

have a great deal of difficulty 

program like this. We have been 

sense that we've had a maintenance 

I want to hastily add too, though, that one of the 

experiences that we've had when working with this group of 

people-- Unlike some of the other mental health categories 

that I referred to earlier, they have a tendency to become 

reemployed sooner. And along with that reemployment, the 

aggressiveness, if you will, that's involved in that activity 

-- they are then able to stabilize themselves as far as their 

expenses, etc. 

But up to that point, it is critical -- critical not 

only for the primary person who is engaged in this, but those 

around him: relatives, kids, job situations, etc. They get in 

tremendous debt, tremendous. 

Yes, sir? 

SENATOR SMITH: Let me ask you this, if I can follow 

up a second. The treatment that you provide, that's not like 

inpatient treatment, is it? 

MR. RUSSELL: No, it is not. 

SENATOR SMITH: It's all outpatient. It's not like 

you have to dry out for 28 days or anything like that? 

MR. RUSSELL: No. Again, you're helping me to explain 

better too. One of the other little observations that I've 

made is that this group, unlike some of the others that we are 

both ta !king about in terms of ment a 1 hea 1th, tend to shift 

into an acceptance of therapy more aggressively than some of 

the others. It is almost, to me, after 10 years, as if they 

have shifted from one kind of commitment to another. They are 

faithful with their appointments; they are prompt; they are 

engaged. Once they accept the conditions and have confronted 

it, they move off. And we've been very, very pleased with the 

leve 1 of "success" success in quotes -- because, 1 i ke any 
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other addiction, you can slip. But we found that this 

particular group has done an exceptional job of staying once 

they're engaged in commitment to their treatment. 

SENATOR SMITH: Do you find any one group having more 

problems than others, like single men, or married men, or men 

versus woman? Is there any sort of a tendency for one group to 

have more problems in this area than others? 
~ 

MR. RUSSELL: Sexually, I'm not aware of any 

propensity other than it tends to be more males at this time. 

Now, that may be because we haven't done enough research to 

really explore, like with the youth. That's just beginning to 

come into play, if you will. 

My favorite is a patient -- a client who came to us 

a woman who knew not only where every bingo was conducted in 

the State of New Jersey during a week's period, but had 

something like 12 to 14 cards in front of her. I have 

difficulty with 2 or 3. But they are brilliant, bright, bright 

profiles. 

SENATOR KOSCO: My mother can do seven. 

MR. RUSSELL: Okay. 

SENATOR KOSCO: And she is 83 years old. 

MR. RUSSELL: Every night of the week they know where 

the action is, and they must go there. Everything else is 

secondary to that. 

talking 

SENATOR SMITH: Thank you. 

SENATOR KOSCO: One other question. 

MR. RUSSELL: Yes. 

SENATOR KOSCO: Talking about rehab: We're constantly 

about rehabilitation for all different kinds of 

problems. Let's take away the medical rehab for medical-- But 

we talked about rehab for convicted criminals. I'm talking 

about rehab for gamblers. Don't you think maybe the approach 

that we have been taking -- we should at some point admit that 

it is not working and change it? 
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I mean, let's say I'm a compulsive gambler. I'm 

sitting across the table from a person who now is all dressed 

up with a suit and tie and says, "I used to be a compulsive 

gambler, but now I've changed my ways." I sit there and I'm 20 

years old, and the person that is trying to rehab me is, like, 

40. 

more 

And I 

years 

say, "Hey, you know, 

I can screw around 

I'm 20 years old. 

gambling. Look 

I've got 20 

at this guy. 

He's 40 years old now, and he is just getting over it. Maybe I 

can just go out, mess around for another 20 years, and then go 

back to a rehab. Because if he did it, I can do it." 

Don't you think it might be a little more responsible 

to take someone who didn't have the problem; who is able to go 

into a casino like most of us; play a little bit of blackjack 

maybe, whatever, and then say, "Okay, that• s enough. I've had 

some fun," and then go home? 

Don't you think that it's time to change the rehab 

process? Instead of making martyrs out of people who were 

there-- We brought them back, and they now suddenly know all 

the answers. Whether you go into mental health, or whether you 

go into--

You know, we've got convicted murderers telling 

somebody else, "You shouldn • t murder." It doesn't make any 

sense to me. We have gamblers telling other people, "Don't go 

and gamble." We have people who were drunk for 14 years 

telling somebody, "Don't drink. It's no good for you." Why 

don• t we use people who didn't do it so they can convince 

people that you don't have to do it in order to survive? 

MR. RUSSELL: You raise a very loaded question. 

SENATOR KOSCO: I know. 

MR. RUSSELL: I think in terms of the mental health 

side of the recent discussions taking place are inclined in 

your direction. Why don't we do more of that? I think in this 

particular area, 

we have greater 

though, where we' re talking about addiction, 

difficulty talking logic. Because there is 
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something drawing you that is greater than reason, okay. If it 

was just a question of reason, we might have a more successful 

chance at it. So we are in the field getting to look more and 

more at that in terms of setting examples -- role models, as 

you say -- in terms of "Hey, look, don't follow me." We need a 

lot of help with that though, because the media is not 

supporting what you and I may have-- Well, I may be a few 

years older than you, but--

SENATOR KOSCO: Don't you think at some point you have 

to do like some of us guys do, ignore the media and just go and 

do what you think is the right thing? 

MR. RUSSELL: That is beginning to happen, too. 

SENATOR KOSCO: If you want to be politically correct 

all the time-- You know, it doesn't make any sense. 

MR. RUSSELL: Sure, your right. You're absolutely 

right, Senator. It is beginning to happen more and more. Just 

this morning they announced that a group out in Long Island -

the kids are off of TV after they come out of school. They've 

sacrificed for a week, so it may be happening. 

SENATOR KOSCO: Rehab has to start looking in that 

direction rather than because what they're doing is not 

working. It's not working in corrections; it's not working 

here; it's not working in the drug program; it's not working in 

the gamblers' program. 

MR. RUSSELL: I believe it is, with all do respect, 

sir. I believe it is working in the gambling program in the 

sense, as I say, those people that we talked about who indeed 

embraced the fact that they have a problem, number one, and are 

able to hook up in GA with peers who are intense about their 

re 1 at ionship with that person-- The experience that we have 

had thus far suggest to us that that particular group is 

staying straight longer and better than some of the ones in 

substance. 
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SENATOR KOSCO: I have known people with the problem 

on a personal basis. I have a friend -- a fellow who has been 

a friend of mine for over 30 years -- and he has gone into the 

GA program probably five times that I know of. In fact, the 

last time he went in he gave me 10 to 1 odds that he would make 

it. (laughter) 

MR. RUSSELL: That's the frustration. That's the 

frustration we face. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: One more question. 

MR.· RUSSELL: Yes, sir. 

SENATOR SMITH: How is this treatment paid for? 

not covered by insurance. Is it just out-of-pocket 

people that have that problem? 

It is 

for the 

MR. RUSSELL: Right now, the grant I referred to that 

we were receiving offsets -- is part of our agreement at the 

hospital. we will not refuse those folks the need for 

treatment as a result of that initial bulk helping us out. As 

I said earlier, too, once they embrace the treatment, they're 

back employed, and they work out with GA. That's part of their 

steps, as a matter of fact. That• s why we work very closely 

with them. It is part of it, restitution of their debts. 

That's part of the therapy, by the way, in that climbing back 

to reality they have to go. So it works, but it is a team 

relationship. 

SENATOR SMITH: So right now, you use what grant money 

there is to get you through? 

MR. RUSSELL: Yes, exactly. 

SENATOR SMITH: Where does that come from? 

MR. RUSSELL: Well, up until last year, it was coming 

from the Department of Health through what we refer to 

sometimes as an "oops." It was shifted away from us the same 

amount, by the way, throughout. The Casino Commission came in 

at the eleventh hour to bail us out for a year. 
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SENATOR 

distributed by 

programs? 

SMITH: Do 

the Department 

you 

of 

know how much money 

Health, annually, for 

is 

GA 

MR . RUSSELL : No, I'm not-- I understand that there 

was a fine, technically-- I'm forgetting what area came out of 

-- $500,000 that went to the Council for their activity. 

can speak more to that. 

They 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Those were fines by the Casino 

Control Commission. 

MR. RUSSELL: Thank you. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Thank you very much. 

Tom Carver? 

TH 0 MAS D. c A R V E R: Good morning, gentlemen. 

By the way, I don't want to contradict-- I'll just 

supplement what the last witness said. Actually, it was the 

Casino Association that donated the $75,000, not the 

Commission. There probably would be an investigation, I guess, 

if the Commission volunteered to give away $75,000. 

If I may, I appreciate you taking me now, Senator. I 

would like to tell you, based on my experience here in Atlantic 

City, where we are -- where I think we are -- and maybe throw 

in an idea or two as to where we should go with respect to this 

problem. 

I would also like to talk a tiny bit about underage 

gambling, because it has some interesting statistics which I 

think prove that with education, and with some concern, 

measurable improvement can be made. I think that these 

statistics which I will mention to you will bring that out. 

In fact, this is maybe the first time, Senator, I have 

testified before your Committee that I don't have Arnie Wexler 

with me. I usually have him next to me when I testify. But 

Arnie and Ed Looney, his right-hand man who is here today, the 

people at JFK, myself, and others have been engaged in the 

discussion on this issue for many years. 
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I think we all agree on this side of the table that 

the State of New Jersey -- and I include all of us in this -

we the people of the State of New Jersey, who began this 

process in 1978 and have seen it grow to be a rather successful 

enterprise on behalf of the State certainly, and who benefit in 

many ways from this enterprise, have never addressed as a 

people the side issue of compulsive gambling and where it is. 

I have heard statistics quoted, which I will be frank 

and open to tell you, I have some doubt about. I know they're 

offered in good faith by Mr. Wexler's group. I don't know if 

those statistics are accurate or not. 

them, but that's really not the issue. 

I have some doubts about 

The issue is that this State, which is not certainly 

the leader in gambling, but it certainly has a vested interest 

in gambling -- Senator Kosco, as you had mentioned before 

has no treatment program; has no identification program; has no 

program which would allow all of us to understand, what is the 

depth of this problem? How serious is it? If it really comes 

down to one person suffering from it, I think in view of the 

way the State has this vested interest, that we should have 

some concern for that one person. And, obviously, it's not one 

person. 

Mr. Wexler has stated it is at least 400, 000 people, 

and, of course, he will cite to you by rote at this point, I 

guess, the numbers of family members, spouses, and children who 

are dependent sufferers in a sense, because of the person who 

has the malady. 

I have always believed -- and I think I can represent 

on behalf of the 12 casinos in Atlantic City -- that we have a 

role to play here; that we as part of the State of New Jersey, 

not as the cause of the problem-- But there is clearly, 

obviously a nexus between people who have this malady and their 

abi 1 i ty to exercise the malady to gamble someplace, to bet on 

something. Whether it be the stock market or a slot machine, 

they gamble on something. 
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If we are here, we have a role to play in a sense that 

if we can agree that we need such a program in the State of New 

Jersey so that we can identify the problem and treat those who 

have it, and hopefully bring them into treatment--: Because 

ultimately it takes a responsible act on the part of an 

indi vi du a 1 to admit they have such a problem, that we should 

play a financial role in it. 

I don't know what the cost of su~h treatment would 

be. I have no idea. But we have not moved in that direction 

as a group. 

than ethical 

I think we would be less than responsible and less 

if we did not admit that we should play such a 

role or part of the overall. 

What we have done in the industry in the last year in 

addition to donating the $75,000 to JFK, which is not a 

magnanimous thing for us to do-- It was brought to our 

attention they were going to close it down last July for the 

rest of the year because they ran out of funding, so we were 

able to do that. 

We have instituted a voluntary program in the industry 

that each casino takes part in. Any person, any individual who 

calls my off ice we being the clearinghouse for the industry 

-- and says, "I am a compulsive gambler. I want to be off your 

mailing list. I want no more solicitations. I don't want 

credit. I just want to cure myself." We send them an 

affidavit so they can identify whom they are and so we're 

satisfied that it's not a family member calling, but the person 

himself that has the problem. 

Now, - we do accept calls from family members, but we 

want the person with the problem to admit they have a problem. 

We take the affidavit, we send it to our houses, and from that 

point forward, that person is off the mailing list. The only 

way to get back on is to fill out a similar affidavit saying, 

"I no longer have this problem. I am so and so. I live at a 
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certain address, and I want to be back on your mailing list." 

We have not had many cal ls. Maybe the publicity on it hasn · t 

been great enough, but the program is in existence. 

The second thing is, we have advertised the 

1-800-GAMBLER number on virtually everything that we have. If 

you run into -- if you come into Atlantic City and stay long 

enough at the traffic light on the corner of Atlantic and 

Missouri, which is the entrance from the Expressway, you will 

see on the Ceasars sign, "If you or a member of your family, or 

someone you know" words to that effect "call 

1-800-GAMBLER." That's flashed on that sign. 

If you call the houses, for example, if you call the 

executive off ices, or even cal 1 for a person in a hotel room 

and you' re put on hold, most of the time you hear during the 

music that's played, "If you have a problem, or one of the 

members of your family has a problem, call 1-800-GAMBLER. 

That is, in my judgement, treating the result of the 

disease, but not the cause. I mean, those things are good, and 

obviously as a result of the publication of that number, the 

number of calls have gone up. But it does not address the 

issue as such. So, as far as the industry is concerned, if we 

get to the point where we have a comprehensive, coordinated 

approach to it, I assure you that we would play a role. 

I'll tell you some good news, if I may. we do have a 

deep concern for underage gambling. Several of our houses are 

engaged in a voluntary program called Project 21, which was 

begun by Har rahs, that includes education. It includes going 

to the schools; it includes briefing teachers; it includes 

videos; and it also includes a very strong message that if in 

fact you're determined to come into these casinos and your 

underaged, you're going to be arrested. It has had some 

effect. 

In 1990, we turned away 223,000 kids who were 

underage. we escorted 31, 300 off the floor; we arrested 552. 

That was in 1990. 
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In 1991, as the program began to spread throughout the 

town, the number that was turned away was down to 195, 000; 

escorted off 21,800, which is roughly a 10,000 decrease; and we 

arrested 900 at that time. The purpose is not to arrest kids, 

but to make them understand that they have some responsibility 

not to try to break the law. 

Last year in 1992, the number of turn-aways 

decreased to 171,000; escorted off, 15,000; and arrested, 

So the program, in our judgement, is having an effect. 

had 

215. 

I believe that if we turn our attention to compulsive 

gambling to education, and to advise people there is treatment 

available, I think people suffering from this malady will begin 

to take advantage of such treatment. I know it's a difficult 

issue and not an easy one to resolve, but I'm here to assure 

you that I believe that it is our responsibility to assist you 

in whatever way you come out on the issue. 

If you have any questions, let me, if I may, just-

One thing I wi 11 say, I was listening very carefully to the 

prostitution issue. Unfortunately, that's something that also 

follows crowds. 

One of the things I got a kick out of, there was an 

article in The Times yesterday. It featured the man who runs 

Cutchers, (phonetic spelling) I believe, up in the Catskills, 

and of course they're making a big push now to get casinos as a 

result of the United Tribe receiving their authorization. In 

the last statement in that article, which was a two-page 

article, was about prostitution and drugs. The answer that Mr. 

Parker, who ·runs Cutchers, gave is, "Of course, that's 

everywhere." 

I don't know if it is or not, but I think Atlantic 

City and the casino industry sometimes do get a bad rap, 

Senator, only in the sense that the last two major conventions 

which were not of your party, in New York City-- They 

imported, from what I gather, people or ladies of the evening 
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from all over the country. Of course, that has nothing to do 

with gambling. So it's a problem that a lot of cities face. 

It's not unique to Atlantic City. 

I am glad to see -- we are all very happy to see-

SENATOR GORMLEY: It was your party? 

MR. CARVER: I'm independent, Senator, you know. 

Anyway, I appreciate you hearing me today. If I can be of any 

help to you, I will be very happy to. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Questions? (no response) 

I think one of the points you bring up, it's awfully 

hard to pinpoint the cost. 

MR. CARVER: It is. I have no idea what it would be. 

But I think there's uniform agreement among those who are 

involved in compulsive gambling that we probably need more 

treatment facilities available to do these things. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Thank you. 

SENATOR KOSCO: Couldn't the cost be brought out by 

figuring out what the policy is first what the procedure is 

first -- to take one person, and what the procedure would be 

what it would cost to bring that person through that procedure? 

MR. CARVER: Yes, I guess that is one way of doing 

it. I think maybe though, Senator, in addition to that, we 

need an analysis which would clearly indicate to us how serious 

this problem is. I don't know if it's as serious as we make it 

out to be. I'm not saying it isn't, but I see no concrete 

evidence, no empirical evidence which would give us confidence 

that it's as serious as--

There is not a time when I 

discuss an issue relating to casinos, 

come to Trenton, or we 

that this isn't a major 

area of topic. I'm not sure that it• s necessary every time. 

But I do think we have a responsibility to take a serious look 

at it, and find out what we should be doing about it. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Thank you. 

MR. CARVER: Thank you. 
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SENATOR GORMLEY: Ed Looney, Council on Compulsive 

Gaming. 

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKERS FROM AUDIENCE: Mr. Chairman, 

Frank Twiggs has got a quick engagement. Can he go first? 

SENATOR GORMLEY: I'm sorry. Sure, no problem. 

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER FROM AUDIENCE: 

that. Thank you. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Fine. 

I appreciate 

Dr. Frank Twiggs and Harvey Fogel, from Atlantic 

Mental Health Center. 

F R A N K T w I G G s Ph.D: Good morning. My name is 

Frank Twiggs. I'm a Doctor of Psychology, and I've been 

working in Atlantic City at the Atlantic Mental Health Center 

for the past nine years. The first gambler I treated was in 

1984, when I started working here. 

I would like to tell you briefly about the kind of 

gamblers that I'm seeing in Atlantic City. They' re not the 

gamblers that the other people have presented. I would like to 

shift your focus a bit. I'm not sure that they qualify as 

compulsive gamblers, and I guess I'm not sure how I would 

classify these people. 

Let me 

these people: 

27-years-old at 

economic times. 

provide you with a brief sketch of three of 

One young man comes to mind. He was 

the time I knew him, driving a cab in tough 

His wife was pregnant with their first child. 

About a week before she delivered, he lost $2,000 betting from 

the luxury of his living room on football games. He started 

chasing his loss by coming to the casinos, which were very 

accessible to him, and he proceeded to amass a debt of about 

$10, 000. This man had really never engaged in any kind of 

gambling of any sizable amount before that time. Needless to 

say, this put a tremendous stress on him, and especially his 

wife and their extended family. 
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He did not come in identifying himself as a compulsive 

gambler. He presented at the Mental Heal th Center, where he 

was showing signs of depression. Because of our trained staff, 

we also asked him questions about finances and found out that 

he had gotten into serious trouble because of his gambling. He 

did not present as a compulsive gambler. We did not diagnose 

him as a compulsive gambler. 

The second person I'd like to talk about is a 

teenager, also a male. He comes in having just broken up with 

his girlfriend. She is threatening to kill herself; he is all 

upset. Again, there was gambling in the background. He had 

lost a lot of money, and had borrowed money from her. Both of 

them were in serious trouble. 

The third I'd like to talk to you about is a long-term 

resident of Absecon Is land, near Atlantic City. Her husband 

died rather suddenly a few years ago. She started gambling to 

pass away her time. She has no history of gambling, gentlemen, 

none. She started playing blackjack. If you know anything 

about compulsive gambling, usually people make higher bets, and 

bet more and more as they develop the disease of compulsive 

gambling. She instead went from blackjack to playing some 

videopoker type of game. She would search out for the machine 

that was the furthest away from all the lights and the action. 

As she described it, she didn't need the middleman anymore. 

She just wanted to be with her machine. 

These are three people who-- She also was diagnosed 

as being obviously very lonely, isolated, having a grief 

react ion to the loss of her husband. But her problems were 

compounded by gambling. 

I ask you, where do people like this find help? As 

far as I know, there is no research on this, gentlemen. Many 

of these people start off by seeing their family physicians, 

who probably prescribe a tranquilizer or something for them to 
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get them out of the way. Many others of them are appearing at 

our emergency rooms, and I do know some individuals who have 

done that. 

At Atlantic Mental Health Center in the past year, we 

have treated a very small number of people, probably about 75 

74 to be precise. About half of those people were not 

identified did not identify themselves as having a gambling 
... 

problem. That only showed up after we had asked them some 

questions. 

The point I would like to make is that we are ignoring 

these people who are engaged in what I call "toxic gambling." 

There are other compulsive gamblers. They make the headlines, 

and some of them have very wonderful stories. But there are 

these other kinds of gambling problems that can occur to anyone 

to our neighbors, to our parents, to our kids. However, we 

do need specialized services for these people. They can't be 

treated with traditional medical medications, and sometimes not 

even with psychotherapy from a trained psychologist or social 

worker. It can happen to anyone. 

We do have some ideas at the Atlantic Mental Health 

Center for what we do for treatment. We received a $20, 000 

grant through the Council on Compulsive Gambling about five 

years ago -- it was actually in 1988, about five years ago -

to establish a program on compulsive gambling. Since that 

time, we have had no funding. We are surviving on the 

volunteerism of a few people, one of whom is with me. 

Actually, we pay Harvey for about two hours of work a week. He 

does the othe-r hours of work as a volunteer. I estimate that 

we're probably squeezing in our budget about $5000 to $6000 to 

cover the minimal amount of service that we're providing. We 

desperately need more services. 

The people are now being treated, I think, in an 

incorrect fashion by people who do not know enough about the 

problems that gambling can cause. To give you some ideas about 

the treatment, I would ask you to listen to Mr. Harvey Fogel. 
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H A R V E Y F 0 G E L: Thank you. Good morning. My name is 

Harvey Fogel. I am a Certified Compulsive Gambling Counselor, 

and I work at the No Dice Recovery Program of Atlantic Mental 

Health. 

I wanted to add a few things to what Dr. Twiggs said, 

one of which I'd like to encompass a little and make you 

realize the type of people that I'm seeing in Atlantic County 

-- and I work only in Atlantic County. 

They don't drive up in big cars or BMW's for my 

treatment, I can tell you. I'm not seeing the kind of 

sensationalism from these compulsive gamblers that you read in 

the newspaper. There are a lot of people out there that are 

suffering from this disease that aren't making the papers; that 

are minimal income people, $15,000 to $25,000 a year, and 

gambling $10,000, $12,000, to $14,000 a year. They're existing 

barely, and it's a major problem. No one is addressing them. 

They need treatment. They don't have medical coverage. 

Like Dr. Twiggs said, we're doing it mostly on a 

gratis basis, or a very small-- We turn no one away at the 

facility. We're the primary care facility in the Atlantic 

County area and we see, like Dr. Twiggs said, 74 to 80 people a 

year. I've seen-- In another facility where I work, I've seen 

another 10 or 12 people, and it's the same thing. 

There is another population that we haven't been 

addressing. We're seeing a tremendous amount of compulsive 

gamblers who work in the casino. I'm seeing dealers on up to 

executives and on down to janitors, waiters, and whatever. 

There is no ·solution for them either in terms of finances. 

They come in for treatment. They may have an EAP that helps 

them for a couple of 

those people? As the 

visits. What are we going to do with 

gambling has been legalized for them, 

they're increasing, and I'm seeing more and more of them. 

You know, remember that when we see these people 

and I don't want to get into figures again -- but we're talking 

about in the State of New Jersey approximately 400,000 
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compulsive gamblers. That's a figure that we can say is 

correct or not. It doesn't seem to-- Still, when you multiply 

that out by four or five other people that it affects, you're 

talking about a population of maybe two million people that 

need help in the State of New Jersey alone. We're working on a 

shoestring, and it doesn't seem to be working well. 

You know, about four years ago -- three years ago -

at my own expense, I put in a I don't want to use the word 

hot line, because it's really not a hot line -- but I put in my 

own phone in my house to help in a referral system for Atlantic 

County only, for people needing treatment. Not a referra 1 to 

compete with the 800 number, just for someone to say, "I need 

treatment. I need something other than GA, what can I do?" 

It's amazing the cal ls that I get. And as soon as they say, 

"I'm desperate. I need help. Where do I go?" I say, "You can 

go here; you can go there." And they say, "Is there a charge 

for that?" And I say, "Yes, there is a minimal charge 

depending on where you go." You never see the people. 

There is no money out there for treatment, and these 

people are going back out. They don't seem to be coming in for 

treatment as soon as they hear that that they need finances. 

So that's a little bit of the things I'm saying. We 

need money for the outpatient treatment facilities to maintain 

them. 

Like Dr. Twiggs said, I do a lot. I do mostly 

volunteer work. I have a full-time job -- full-time position 

outside of the gambling field. I do volunteer work, and so 

does Dr. Twig.gs. Sooner or later, these volunteer hours are 

going to fade away. As they do, are we going to start to drop 

our care for compulsive gamblers in this State? I think it• s 

not a good policy, and I think this has to be addressed as soon 

as possible. 

Thank you. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Questions? 
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SENATOR SMITH: I was interested in your comment that, 

apparently, a number of compulsive gamblers that work in the 

casinos-- I think we just passed legislation not too long ago 

that allows them to go and gamble in another casino other than 

the one that they work in. It sounds like we may have 

contributed to the problem in doing that. It also sounds like 

this is a fairly undefined kind of situation that's difficult 

to treat. If a person-- Let's assume you had all the funding 

you needed, would you really be able to help these people, and 

how would you do it? 

MR. FOGEL: Are you talking about the specific casino 

-- the casino worker gambling? 

SENATOR SMITH: No, anybody with a gambling problem 

that needs help. If you had all the money in the world to help 

these people, would you be able to do it? Would you be able to 

cure them? 

DR. TWIGGS: I can address that. One of the facts 

that we learned early on in the game is that gamblers don't--

When they do get in trouble, it's usually massive trouble. 

Frequently it happens at 4:00 am, when the casinos used to 

close. Actually, it's helped to have 24-hour gambling. They 

sometimes now have their crisis during waking hours for the 

rest of us. It used to be always in the middle of the night. 

Frequently, they will be able to get themselves to a hotel room 

in Atlantic City or to the Rescue Mission, and will not be able 

to get anywhere else. 

We need to have the capacity to do a very quick, acute 

style outreach: Go talk to the person wherever they happen to 

be if they're in the city, or if they're in the Rescue Mission, 

or even if they are going somewhere else in the State. We 

probably should have a system of centers throughout the State 

that can provide this quick emergency type of response. 

Again, I wonder how much these people are utilizing 

other parts of the medical system and drawing very heavily on 

the already burdened financial system, because they are not 
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getting the treatment that they need. I think that's probably 

the first part of a response system that we need. After that, 

these people have to be very carefully evaluated to see what 

kind of ongoing treatment they need. 

For some people that's enough. All they need is that 

emergency outreach. Other people who have a series of serious 

problems in addition to their gambling -- for example, suicidal 

ideation -- may have to be put into an inpatient facility for a 

short period of time. Others can be treated in a very 

intensive way on a outpatient basis. 

That's what I wou_ld like to do. We don't have the 

resources to do that right now. I mean, if I'm not busy, I can 

talk to somebody who calls in an emergency on the phone, 

otherwise there is nobody else for them to talk to. 

SENATOR SMITH: Do you see the same people again and 

again? 

DR. TWIGGS: No, not at all. Well, we do-- As I 

mentioned before, I can tell you some laughable, horrific, and 

sad stories about the compulsive gamblers. They are the ones 

who we see, as Senator Kosco pointed out. They come back again 

and again. They'll give you odds on how they're going to fair 

this time. 

We have one fellow right now who's 

alternative form of treatment. He has actually--

trying an 

We think 

he's gone to a monastery in northern Maine to 

temptation of gambling. We'll see how he does. 

fellow--

escape 

This is 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Someone else has gone there, too. 

DR. TWIGGS: Oh, yes. 

SENATOR SMITH: Don't let him take the collection. 

DR. TWIGGS: He has a 60-year history. There 

those folks, and they are very colorful, interesting, and 

difficult to treat. I'm talking about the people who get 

the 

the 

are 

very 

into 

that serious trouble -- the cab drivers who are 27-years-old. 
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Those are the people that I worry about, because I don't know 

where they are going for treatment. 

MR. FOGEL: Let me add one issue to-- Let me answer 

that question in my opinion. When you see a compulsive gambler 

who presents himself with a problem, or if you see a problem 

gambler who presents himself with a gambling problem, there are 

two aspects that I believe have to be treated. First, it has 

to be treated acutely, then it has to be treated long-term. 

I t ' s ea s y to stop g a mb 1 in g . You j us t do i t . I t ' s ha rd to 

maintain that level, and I think that's what the Senator talked 

about -- people who keep going back. 

Right now in the State of New Jersey, there isn't as 

great a network to treat this acute part of the illness. They 

have Gamblers Anonymous. They have long-term treatment in 

Gamblers Anonymous, but they don't have anyone to treat that 

acute phase of the gambling. Once we could get past that acute 

phase, we can refer out for the long-term treatment of 

compulsive gambling. I think that's what you were talking 

about when you said you don't see these people that keep going 

back to Gamblers Anonymous years after years of continual 

gambling. There is no one treating that acute problem. 

So I think the answer to your question: We need 

something to get those people into acute treatment so it can go 

on to long-term recovery. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: 

see, it's 

You know, what we're wrestling with 

hard to get a handle on this -- how is, as you can 

much and where, and how do you raise it ,which are really the 

usual budget questions. 

Would it be fair to say that if you had to-- I would 

appreciate, you know, a "yes" or "no" if it's possible in 

this. What we're talking about is, depending on the nature of 

the program -- a targeted grant program, a source of money for 

targeted grants because there are a variety of different 

avenues with people who really want to give it the time if they 
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have some wherewi tha 1, 

things that we could 

such as 

look to 

your program. So one of the 

are community-based types of 

programs in which, if we could devise a source of money to 

provide some funding, it would be, I guess, targeted -grants to 

a variety of outreach programs around the State. Is that the 

type of funding mechanism you're talking about? 

DR. TWIGGS: Yes. That's a start. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Well, we're at zero 

you have to--

Thank you very much for your testimony. 

I'm sorry, a couple of questions? 

right now, so 

SENATOR KOSCO: Do you think that one of the problems 

that we have is, if we did come up with a dollar amount that we 

were going to be able to provide and put out there to be used 

to help people who have a gambling problem-- The problem that 

we have is, we don't know which problem solver is going to 

solve the problem. We don't know whether taking this money and 

putting it over into the JFK Medical Center so that they can 

use it to influx it with other problems that they' re working 

with and, "By the way, we found out that this person has a 

gambling problem," or to go into a program such as what you're 

talking about where you would spend the money a different way, 

or go into the GA program where they would spend the money a 

different way. 

The problems we have as legislators are, if we come up 

with a billion dollars, what we would end up doing at this 

point the way we are right now-- We'd end up spreading that 

money so thin, it would solve absolutely no ones problem, 

except those people who are running the programs would have 

enough money to go to Las Vegas and gamble. Solving that 

problem of the people wouldn't be there. What we're trying to 

do is come up with an answer, okay. You come up with the 

answer, and then the money is the solution. But I'm not about 

to allocate one penny to be spread out through the whole State 
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of New 

people 

happy. 

Jersey to make a whole different group of different 

who have different ideas of how to solve a problem 

That would be the political thing to do. I'm not going 

to do that. 

I'm not going to see that JFK gets $75,000. I'm not 

going to see that you get $50,000 or that this program here 

gets $300,000 just to make you satisfied so I can walk away and 

say, "Boy, I've solved that problem." We did that with 

education for our children. We threw money into the cities 

that were having tremendous problems teaching kids and we said, 

"Okay, here big city, you can have $1.5 million dollars," but 

the kids aren't better educated. So we don't want to do this 

with this kind of a program. We have to know what we're going 

to do. How much money do we need? What are we going to spend 

it on? What kind of a program are we going to spend it on, and 

not worry about whether five, six, or ten different entities 

get funded so that they feel good about it, and not solve the 

problem. 

DR. TWIGGS: Senator, there already is an informal 

network of treating centers in New Jersey. As far as I 

understand, there really are only four places that someone can 

go and actually can get treatment in the State of New Jersey 

for compulsive gambling. I think the prototype and the program 

that many of us have looked at for guidance is the program at 

JFK. I mean, as soon as we started our program in Atlantic 

Mental Health in the city here, the first place we went was to 

JFK to watch what they did, to study their program, and we 

tried to duplicate it here. 

What I'm telling you, Senators, we don't have the 

funding to do that. We did five years ago, but what we've been 

doing since that time is limping by trying to catch as catch 

can, treating the people that we can through volunteerism, 

etc. I 

deserve 

think that these programs 

and need the funding to 
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already calling us, and that are already there. We are missing 

people right now because of we're just not available, etc. The 

program is not functioning in the way that I would like to see 

it function, simply because we don't have the funding. 

SENATOR KOSCO: This one group that -- Mr. Wexler' s 

group, according to the statistics, gets over $500,000 a year. 

They say that's not State money, but it's money that the State 

would have collected on fines; that instead of the State 

collecting it, it goes to that group. So in essence, it's 

State money, because if the State didn't fine somebody, that 

$500,000 wouldn't be there. So you've got $500,000 going to 

this group. How do we know whether that's effective? 

DR. TWIGGS: Well, Senator, again, I think that in my 

field in the treatment field and in the field of 

compulsive gambling there are unfortunately, I think, very 

crisp and clear lines drawn between moneys that are allocated 

for education and prevention, and other moneys that are 

allocated for treatment. They don't do a very good job of 

mixing those funding sources. They' re two totally different 

types of funding. 

So, as far as I understand it -- and I am a member of 

the Board of Directors of the Council of Compulsive Gambling 

in our mission statement there is no mention of treatment. In 

a sense, our mission from the Council's point of view is to 

educate and prevent gambling, and I applaud that. I commit 

myself and many of my other volunteer hours to that effort. I 

have spent times in the public schools giving the talks and 

all. That is not treatment. 

SENATOR KOSCO: So we need to fund two different-

DR. TWIGGS: Two different types of activities. 

SENATOR KOSCO: We have to fund educ at ion and 

prevention. 

DR. TWIGGS: Which is one type of activity. 
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SENATOR KOSCO: 

treatment and rehab. 

And then we also have to fund 

DR. TWIGGS: Treatment, a different kind of activity. 

SENATOR KOSCO: I've got you. 

DR. TWIGGS: The treatment ~eople are the ones that-

We are sometimes dealing with the patients who we tend 

to say, "Well, it's their fault. You know, the kids in the 

high schools it's not their fault because they are too 

young." 

SENATOR SMITH: Have you been able to get any funding 

through the State Health Department? 

DR. TWIGGS: Not for compulsive gambling. 

SENATOR SMITH: Not for treatment? 

DR. TWIGGS: Not for treatment of compulsive gambling, 

nor for education. At my center--

SENATOR SMITH: There's just nothing available at this 

point in time? 

DR. TWIGGS: There's nothing. Everything that we do 

is either we borrow from this little funding stream in order to 

pay for what we' re doing, or ask people to do it for free. 

Sometimes that involves working on Saturdays, Sundays, and late 

into the evening. As Mr. Fogel pointed out, we do have a local 

hot line that's in his home that can ring -- his phone can ring 

at 2:00 in the morning. He doesn't-- I pay his salary. I 

only pay him for two hours a week. That's what we're operating 

under now. 

SENATOR SMITH: Is there an answer to the question of 

what is it that makes a person a compulsive gambler? 

DR. TWIGGS: Again, I would like to point out that a 

compulsive-- I believe that there's a disease of compulsive 

gambling. I think I take a controversial stand on this, and I 

do think that it's probably a pretty static number, 2 to 3 

percent of the population, maybe less. I think that that 
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number of people is going -- there's going to be-- That number 

of compulsive gamblers, whether they exist in New Jersey or in 

Utah, it's something that's in the genes. I believe that. 

to 

I also believe, 

lots of different 

however, that the way you have access 

types of gambling-- You have the 

possibility of people engaging in toxic gambling, either in a 

binge way, an episodic way, or in a one time life event kind of 

way. They get toxically involved in gambling, and those are 

some of the people that we have to pay attention to and treat. 

SENATOR SMITH: Well, if it's in your genes, then what 

you're telling me is that there are some people you just can't 

do anything with. 

DR. TWIGGS: Oh, sure you 

compulsive gambling is pretty easy: 

gamble, you learn other--

can. The 

Don't 

SENATOR KOSCO: Just say, "no." 

treatment for 

gamble. Don't 

DR. TWIGGS: No, no, no, not just say, "no." 

SENATOR KOSCO: It didn't work. 

DR. TWIGGS: Well, what Mr. Fogel had mentioned 

before: to stop gambling takes a minute, to recover takes a 

lifetime. The treatment has to do with the recovery. It's 

like setting a broken bone. It only takes a minute to set the 

broken bone, then you've got to exercise the arm and engage in 

other kinds of therapies. That's what I think the treatment 

centers are trying to do for the truly compulsive gamblers. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Thank you very much. 

DR. TWIGGS: Thank you. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: The f ina 1 two witnesses, Ed Looney 

and Jim Pappas. 

E D WA R D L 0 0 N E Y: Mr. Chairman, I think you already 

have this, but these are the stats -- the end of year stats 

from the Counci 1. There is some good information about who 

gambles and what percentage of the people. 
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Thank you for the opportunity to talk in front of this 

excellent Committee. I wish we had about five hours. I could 

really-- It would be one of the highlights of my year to just 

be able to talk about compulsive gambling and what I know about 

it. 

I am first a recovering compulsive gambler. This is 

what they look like, Mr. Kosco, just in case you haven't seen a 

recovering compulsive gambler. I've been in the fellowship for 

about 25 years, and I haven't gambled since that time. 

I'm also a Certified Gambling Counselor, which I work 

with the Council's -- with people at JFK for a five-year period 

of time. I did evaluations on compulsive gamblers. I've 

probably done between 800 to 900 compulsive gamblers 

in-depth evaluations on compulsive gamblers. Now I'm working 

with the Council as a Deputy Director. 

The Council on Compulsive Gambling is not for or 

against gambling. We' re not antigambling at 

Gamblers Anonymous antigambling. What we 

all, neither is 

are for is the 

treatment, understanding, and prevention of 

gambling, and that's basically what we try to do. 

compulsive 

I can tell you that the social costs that are 

happening in this State are astounding. Much like the illness 

of compulsive gambling is hidden, there are also the 

ramifications of social costs that are also hidden. 

I've happened to go to prison meetings for the last 22 

years, involved with prison situations. There are 23,000 

people incarcerated in the State of New Jersey. We happened to 

do a study in· 1986. In two of those prison systems, 30 percent 

of the people that were asked questions 30 percent of them 

had done some kind of illegal activity due to gambling -- in 

order to get money to gamble. That's incredible. 

I can tell you that we've gone to 30 high schools this 

year, and have spoken at prevention and education programs. 

There have been 14 police investigations on school premises due 
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to gambling problems in schools. If you're interested in drugs 

and alcohol like most of us are, we have one of the finest 

programs in the State o~ New Jersey on alcohol and drug 

addiction. Our kids get between eight to ten hours every year, 

from kindergarten right up to the twelfth grade. There's 

absolutely not one curriculum for compulsive gambling. 

I could tell you when I went to school five years ago, 
"' 

when we did a study in four major high schools in the State of 

New Jersey, the number one form of gambling was card playing, 

not so anymore. The number one form of gambling right now is 

illegal betting on sports. 

Organized crime is alive and well, and· they are doing 

business in our schools. Ninety percent of the schools that I 

go to and speak -- and I've gone to 30 of them this year -- 90 

percent have footbal 1 tickets. I don't know if any of the 

Chai rpeople up there had that when they were in school, but 

they' re still in school. That is actually tied to organized 

crime. 

I can tell you 

trouble what they do is, 

the young people, when they get in 

they break into houses. They steal 

from their parents; they take jewelry; they break and enter 

into cars. There's a lot of this activity going on right now. 

So we need, surely, a lot of money and a lot of prevention 

education programs in our school systems, number one. 

I can tell you, insurance companies in the State of 

New Jersey are being ripped off tremendously, adding tremendous 

costs. 

Compulsive gamblers that I interview -- and I think 

all the professionals agree -- 90 percent of them will do some 

kind of illegal activity in their desperate stages. We know a 

lot about compulsive gamblers. 

We have to just differentiate between compulsive 

gambling and social gambling. Sixty-five to seventy percent of 

the people who gamble are what they call social gamblers. They 
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don't get into trouble. They enjoy gambling, and gambling 

makes them -- to them is entertainment. 

There is another 15 percent which we call problem 

gamblers, who go over the line, that have significant problems, 

but they keep their families together. They don't do any 

illegal activity. 

Then there is the 

between 3 and 5 percent of 

other percent. We think anywhere 

the people in New Jersey are what 

they call compulsive gamblers. These people are in the grip of 

an illness. It's been recognized since 1980 as a impulse 

disorder. It's an illness and it has stages. It has a winning 

stage; it has a losing stage; and it has a desperate stage. 

I can tell you, every compulsive gambler goes through 

those different stages at different levels of their time. In 

that desperate stage what happens is., they do illegal 

activity. They write the bad checks; they do insurance scams; 

they do fraud; they do arson; they do anything in order to get 

money to gamble. So we don't see those costs. 

Like last year, we can be very proud. About $812 

million dollars was brought into our coffers due to legal forms 

of gambling in our State. In those three forms of gambling -

just casinos, lottery, and race track -- almost $6 billion was 

bet in our State, and 60 percent of that money in the casino 

industry is bet from outside our area. In other words, we 

import money, and many times we export problems. 

That hot line that we have here has given us a lot of 

indications all over the country. People that are casino 

people come here for the tourist attraction. They gamble in 

the casinos in Atlantic City, and they go back after losing 

lots of money. I think the figures last year were $3.2 billion 

was bet in our 12 casinos in one little town. We can say that 

very quickly because a billion dollars is a thousand million, 

and that's $3.2 billion. 
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Notably, $2 billion of that was bet on markers, which 

is incredible. That means people didn't have the cash when 

they came down here. They actually signed extensions of credit 

of some kind in the tune of $2 bi 11 ion. So we know that this 

is a vast business, and the fallout is some of the people that 

1 i ve within this 2 50-mi le radius of New Jersey. That is very 

severe. 

We see senior citizens, and we've done some studies on 

senior citizens, if people are concerned about them. They've 

raised their families, many times, and not gotten involved in 

gambling situ at ions. Al 1 of a sudden, instead of going to New 

Hope, they want to go down to Atlantic City a little bit. They 

ride the buses, and most of them can handle it. But we find 

out-- The surveys tel 1 us of 52 people on a bus, 4 9 go back 

with less money than they started with. 

We can tell you about the State Police, who have told 

us about their records of the arguments that they have on 

buses, and fights that they have on buses -- never coming down 

to Atlantic City, always going back up again. 

I can tell you that I've evaluated compulsive gamblers 

senior citizen compulsive gamblers and loneliness is a 

big part of it. Many times the men in their lives leave them 

well off, and what happens is they don't want to get involved 

with other men. They find trips to Atlantic City take away 

that loneliness, and what happens for some of them -- again 5 

to 6 percent of the people -- they go over the line. They lose 

all their security. We see that, and it is a very helpless and 

hopeless type. of thing. They ca 11 us; they' re over 6 5-yea rs 

old. They say, "My husband left me with money, and a 11 of a 

sudden I see this tremendous amount of no security left. I'm 

embarrassed. I don't know what's going on." Very depressed 

people. They need treatment. 

People don't have money sometimes to come in for 

treatment, as people were saying. 
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So I don't want to end it up. I just want to tell you 

there's a lot of things happening with compulsive gambling and 

what they do. The crime that is attached to it is a tremendous 

number. We don't even know what that number is. That is 

something that we should do. 

What you're doing here, Senator, is a fabulous idea, 

to get money for two areas two-prong: prevention and 

education programs, and money for treatment 

talked about $2 million being something to start 

programs. We 

now. We have 

five treatment programs 

county doesn't have it. 

in the State of New Jersey. Every 

There are only five counties that have 

help. The Council would love to see 21 counties have help. 

If you are looking about alcohol and drug addiction in 

the State of New Jersey, $75 million to $100 million is gotten 

from grants, whether from State or Federal grants, to help with 

the problem of alcohol and chemical addiction -- $75 million to 

$100 million. 

we look at compulsive gambling, 

know, that's insane. I mean, the 

that money is so unstable-- We 

are fined for wrongdoing. So I 

think we have to start to become serious about the problem. 

On the other hand, 

there's not one penny. You 

Council gets money, and even 

get $500,000 if the casinos 

Are we against gambling? Absolutely not. Should we 

have this business thriving? Absolutely, we should have a 

thriving business, and the Council believes that. We're 

interested in the people who have the fallout problems, so that 

we can help them with their problems. That's basically our 

thrust. That's what we're trying to do. So this is a fabulous 

situation. We'd love to see something like that, and we would 

support some kind of funding for both two-prong prevention and 

education programs, and treatment. 

Thank you. 

SENATOR KOSCO: Through you, Mr. Chairman. We 

understand what the problem is, and that is why we are here. 
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But from a legislative standpoint, we tried not to pick 

priorities, but where we are going to direct money to and how 

we can try to help people. 

Now, you talked about a curriculum in school 

gambling. I always thought that a curriculum 

taught people self-esteem would take in a 

in school 

whole lot 

for 

that 

of 

catagories, so you wouldn't have to zero in on gambling. You 

wouldn't have to zero in on different types of programs that 

the school systems are trying to put into place, when they're 

having a problem right now just teaching kids how to read, how 

to write, and how to add two and two. They don't teach bicycle 

safety in school. They should teach bicycle safety in school. 

They don't teach people how to do a lot of things in school 

that they probably should teach a long time before they start 

teaching kids about gambling. 

It certainly has changed. I can remember when I was 

in grammar school pitching pennies against the wall. Maybe 

that's where it all started, I don't know. That was the big 

thing: You pitched pennies against the wall, and who made 28 

cents and who made 32 cents? It was a form of gambling. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: That's when a penny was a penny. 

SENATOR KOSCO: That's when a penny was a penny. 

The problem that we have is also -- just to take it a 

step further this is one of the biggest problems that we 

have right now, people addicted to credit cards. Now, you talk 

about the crime that is associated with it? Phony credit 

cards, stealing credit cards, credit card scams-- Are we going 

to set up a course in the schools to teach kids how to handle 

credit cards? Hell, no. 

MR. LOONEY: Behind that credit card--

SENATOR KOSCO: Are we going to set up a credit cards 

anonymous program? Hell, no. Billions and billions and 

bi 11 ions of dollars are lost in the State of New Jersey, and 

that's the reason why your credit card interest rate is 19 and 
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18 and 20 percent. Because you and I, who pay our bills, are 

paying for the deadbeats who don't pay their bills, and the 

banks certainly aren't going to take a hit. So that's why your 

interest rates are so high on credit cards. 

You can go out and they have programs on 

television, if you watch certain programs on television -- they 

have a program where a person shows you how you can go out and 

get 30 credit cards with a $5000 to $10,000 1 irni t on each 

credit card, and using your credit cards, 

real estate, and never make a payment as 

buyer for that real estate within 30 days. 

go out and purchase 

long as you have a 

Big rip-off, people 

are losing money. Some people are making money, but credit 

cards are a big rip-off. How the hell-- How do we decide 

which program we're going to spend all this money on? 

MR. LOONEY: A lot of times it's the compulsive 

gambler that looks like a credit card person that's 

overextended himself. When we peel away that and we ask them 

what were they doing with that money, we find it's a compulsive 

gambler needing money. They do these kind of scams. 

I think we have the problem. I think we should-

Tomorrow morning I'll be away. I'll be in a high school up in 

Springfield, New Jersey. The Union County Prosecutor's Office 

called us and we're doing four schools because of the gambling 

problem. They' re teaching the legal aspects of gambling up 

there. In other words, if you are going to Atlantic City and 

you're underage and you get caught gambling, what are the 

ramification? If you gamble with football tickets and start 

that at school, you could lose your car and you could lose 

things. They're interested in doing that part of it. 

We're interested in also giving some background about 

it. If they have a family member-- If their dad is a 

compulsive gambler, or their morn is a compulsive gambler, they 

live in a disfunctional family. They are growing up without 

the basic needs of having a good family direction. So they' re 
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hurting and suffering too, just like the alcoholic -- the son 

that lives with the alcoholic -- and the drug addiction in the 

family, too. We need to teach that to kids, at least give them 

the opportunity educationwise. 

We teach about AIDS, don't we? I 

serious thing happening. Their cigarette 

teaching about that in school now, you know, 

thing. 

mean, AIDS is a 

smoking, they're 

about that type of 
" 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Excuse me. I don't mean to cut you 

off, but what I would like to do is-- I think we got the 

general thrust, and I'd like to give Mr. Pappas a couple of 

minutes. 

J A M E S P A P P A S: Thank you. To be perfectly 

honest, I was coming today prepared to read a statement given 

to me by Arnie Wexler, the Executive Director of the New Jersey 

Counci 1. I don't want to be repetitious with a lot of the 

testimony that was given earlier, but I would like to highlight 

some of that for a few minutes and also make some observations, 

if I may. 

I work at a psychiatric hospital in the City of 

Philadelphia that treats compulsive gambling pathological 

gambling, which is the clinical term -- and has been doing so 

on an inpatient basis and an outpatient basis since 1984. 

As of yesterday, in-house in the inpatient unit the 

dual diagnosis unit which means-- In the State of New 

Jersey, it• s cal led MICA, Menta 1 Illness Chemic a 1 Abuse. In 

the State of Pennsylvania, it's dual diagnosis, which is a 

mental illness personality disorder coupled with an addictive 

behavior, be it gambling or substance abuse. 

We do, as well, treat compulsive overspenders, and 

have been doing so successfully for the last two years, finding 

that the behavior patterns of the compulsive spenders almost 

parallel that of the compulsive gambler. 
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field--

The compulsive gambler in treatment in the psychiatric 

The similarities to their behavior patterns -- there 

similarities than differences to those of the are more 

substance abuser. That's why in 1979, the American Psychiatric 

Association recognized pathological gambling as a treatable 

addictive behavior illness. The American Psychological 

Association followed suit a few years later by identifying that 

behavior as an impulsive control disorder. 

I, too, am a recovering gambler, and have been for 

well over 13-and-a-half years. I'm also from that middle-class 

field that was mentioned earlier. Prior to working in the 

treatment provider center, I was a Philadelphia policeman for 

17 years. So I was interested in hearing not only the 

testimony given on this issue, but the earlier testimony 

dealing with pros ti tut ion. I can tel 1 you from both sides 

from the beat 'em up, to the heal 'em up side of the field 

gambling incorporates all the criminal activities and the other 

behavior patterns that are of a negative nature. 

It's not uncommon for those engaged in the 

prostitution field to supplement their income via gambling; for 

a cocaine, or a heavy narcotic abuser to finance their 

substance abuse through the activity of gambling. The 

cross-addiction that was mentioned earlier is certainly 

evident. I would use figures higher than those given by Harry 

Russell, to 30 percent. 

Living in Philadelphia and working in Pennsylvania-

Living in Pennsylvania, and now living and working in New 

Jersey, actively involved not only with the New Jersey Council, 

but with the Certification Board--

The one Senator asked: Who are the caregivers? Who 

are the problem solvers? I feel that the New Jersey Council 

and the Certification Board of New Jersey can help you find 

those problem solvers. In other words, if money does ever come 

forth via the 21 counties, the Council or the Certification 
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Board could be an avenue to help you find those problems 

solvers, be it to continue to act as a referral agency -- as a 

triage agency -- but to continue the efforts of prevention and 

education. 

The one gentleman I heard speak earlier from the 

Casino Association mentioned Project 21, which I think is a 

fabulous project. But he mentioned all these trainers that are 

going out there throughout the State doing the training. I 

consider myse 1 f -- because we do have an ego problem, as we 11 

as the compulsive gambler, even the recovering compulsive 

gambler a pioneer in this field. I don't know who these 

trainers are that he's talking about. It's not anyone involved 

with the New Jersey Council. So I don't know who these 

professionals are that are going out doing the training. 

Again, I'm not saying they're doing anything wrong. As the one 

Senator said: Who are the problem solvers? 

If you would allow the New Jersey Council, the private 

treatment providers, the county funded, the Bay Service 

Agencies, they can help you find these problem solvers and make 

the recommendations. They're not looking-- The Council is not 

looking to get additional funds so they can be the treatment 

providers, but they certainly recognize that there's a 

problem. 

I can remember-- I started at the facility where I'm 

working in 1987, and the very first patient I had was a very 

prominent political figure from Atlantic County. 

That's all I have to add, gentlemen. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: They keep bantering my name around. 

(laughter) 

I want to thank everybody 

want to try to give it some focus. 

first: 

for testifying today. I 

Let's go over the problems 

This is the typical chicken and egg circumstance. 

"Well, if you don't have the money, how can they apply for the 
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grants? If they can't apply for the grants, how do you know 

who's out there? Who wants to serve and come forward unless 

there will be the incentive?" 

Also, it's obvious that this should touch gaming. If 

there is going to be a constitutional amendment, it's going to 

take the help of those people on the Council, and those in 

treatment to explain it to others to get total support for 

this, because you don't want any misconceptions. If I had to 

give you my concept for today, which will be subject to 

change-- When Arnie hears about it, he' 11 tel 1 me it's wrong 

and I'll have to admend it, but at least it's a concept. You 

would have to look at gaming in terms of what it grosses for 

New Jersey: $600 million, $700 million. 

MR. LOONEY: Eight-hundred-twelve million. 

SENATOR GORMLEY: Eight-hundred-twelve mil lion, okay. 

Set a percentage of money from gaming. It would be miniscule 

-- 10, 20 cents on a hundred dollars, okay. That money is set 

aside for treatment or whatever. It has to be gaming out of 

the gross revenues, not designating any one particular area. 

And quite frankly, it cannot be discretionary, because all 

those interest groups who receive the vast majority of the 

money would say, "We are not going to let the Legislature have 

discretion. We dedicated this in the Cons ti tut ion so that it 

could not be severely altered." 

But those same constituent groups that benefit from 

gaming-- Your function would be to line them up as allies for 

this so that they would be supportive of a measure like this, 

so it's not subject to any misconception that you're trying to 

invade the vast majority of money. You would take that $825 

million, set a percentage that is miniscule in nature, but 

given your levels your instability of funding, treatments 

tot a 1 lack of funding -- get together and line up a 11 those 

groups so that-- Quite frankly, you are a part of the social 

service network of New Jersey. You pointed out, accurately, 
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all these problems cross-reference other social service 

problems; problems with cert a in members of the elderly 

community who are unable to lose this money or whatever. So 

this is done correctly, the entire social service network, even 

those with existing benefits, should be behind it. 

So that• s the concept I would look to. I appreciate 

you taking the time today. But you also know that in order to 

effectuate any change on a constitutional basis, the members of 

the community on either side of the coin, in terms of treatment 

or prevention, are going to have to sell the balance of the 

social service community that this is a miniscule portion 

coming back, to make sure that the portion of the social 

service agenda that is affected by legalized gaming 

the problem that emmanates from a portion of legalize 

because a lot of it comes from illegal gaming 

provides some money to off set the human problems 

faced. 

so that 

gaming -

at least 

that are 

So I• d appreciate the Counci 1 getting together with 

JFK, having a conversation over what we talked about a 

dollar amount that, quite frankly, can't be that high in 

relation to gaming dollars because it would never 

wouldn't sell. That's practical political science, 

work and 

but when 

you're at 

I 

getting a 

zero, any increase is substantial. 

would appreciate you getting 

coa 1 it ion together beyond those 

that 

in 

together, 

the room 

and 

a 

coa 1 it ion of senior citizens groups and whatever, so that you 

have that coalition saying, "We'd like you to do this. This is 

across the board. We recognize this is something that enhances 

what this fund is about." 

So that's my overview governmentally and politically, 

but you're going to have to make sure that if we do something 

if we do something that it is done in such a way that 

those people who receive existing benefits for gaming have no 

quest ion that it is not discretionary, because if it were to 
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be, it would never pass, it wouldn't go up, and also that the 

moneys are going to be spent, as it was pointed out by my 

fellow Senators. The people have an idea how it's going to be 

spent, and it will have some effect. 

So we'll work with you; I'll work with you. We'll see 

what we can put together over the next few weeks. 

I appreciate everybody taking the time and being so 

patient today. Thank you very much for coming. 

MR. PAPPAS: Thank you. 

(HEARING CONCLUDED) 
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I, BENJAMIN R. FITZGERALD, City Clerk of the City of Atlantic City, In the County of 

Atlantic, State of New Jersey lo ~ereby C!Lertify, that the foregoing Is a true 

copy of AN ORDINANCL AS TAKEN FROM TllE ORIGINAL ON FILE IN 
THE OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK, WHICH WAS PASSED ON FIRST READING 
BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ATLANTIC CITY AT A MEETING HELD 
ON NOVEMBER 27, 1991, PUBLISHED AFTER FIRST READING ON NOVEMBER 
29, 1991 , FINALLY ADOPTED ON DECEMBER 11, 1991 APPROVED BY THE 
MAYOR ON DECEMBER 14, 1991 AND PUBLISHED AFTER APPROVAL 

DECEMBER23, 1991. 
In Wtstimony 111.Qtrtof. I have hereunto set my hand and af· 

fixed the official seal of the City of Atlantic City, this .• ?J.s.r .••.••••••••••••• day of 

•.•••••••.•.••••.• -~~~}.~ ••..•..•..• 19 •. -~~ 

··+··/;.. 
IX 
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J • 99 
Ordinance No ....... . 

Ordinance 
OF THE 

CITY OF ATLANTIC CITY I N. ,J. 
Date·:'.. ll./27 /91. .... 
Date to Mayor./l·/J:~ 

Council Member ..... PASQUALE ...... Presents the following Ordinance: 

AN ORDINANC~ creating the violation of loitering for the purpose of 
prostitution and supplementing Section 204 of The Code of The 
City of Atlantic City. 

BE IT ORDAINED by the Council of The City of Atlantic City: 

SECTION ONE: DEFINITIONS: 

(a) "Known prostitute or procu1·er" means a person who within 
one ( 1) year previous to the date of arrest for violation of 
this section, has within the knowledge of police authority been 
convicted in the Superior Court of New Jersey or the Atlantic 
City Municipal Court of a violatf on of N .. J. S. A. 2C: 34-1 or 
N.J.S.A. 2C:l4-4. 

(b) "Public place" is an area generally visible to public view 
and includes streets, sidewalks, boardwalks, beaches, bridges, 
alleys, plazas, parks, driveways, parking' lots, motor vehicles 
(whether moving or not) and buildings open to the general 
public including those which serve food or drink, or provide 
entertainment, and the doorways and entrances to buildings or 
dwellings and the grounds enclosing them. 

SECTION TWO: VIOLATIONS 

A known prostitute or procurer is guilty of loitering for the 
purpose of prostitution when he or she remains in or wanders about 
in a public place and engages in conduct that, under the 
circumstances, manifests the requisite purpose of prostitution or 
promoting prostitution as defined in N.J.S.A. 2C:34-l. 

SECTION THREE: PRESUMPTIONS 

(a) The requisite purpose is presumed where a known prostitute 
or procurer: 

(1) Repeatedly beckons to or stops pedestrians in a public 
place; 

(2) Repeatedly attempts to stop, or repeatedly attempts to 
engage passersby in conversation; or 

(3) Repeatedly stops or attempts to stop motor vehicle 
operators by hailing, waiving ,of arms or any other 
bodily gesture; or 

( 4) Circles in an area in a motor vehicle and repeatedly 
beckons to, contacts or attempts to stop pedestrians. 
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Oi;-dinance No. 99 Prig.~ Two .. 

SECTION FOUR: BURDEN OF PROOF AS TO PRIOR CONVICTION 

The burden of proof as to the existence of any prior conviction 
shall be by the preponderance of the evidence and the Court shall, 

_pursuant to the Rules of Evidence, take judicial notice of its own 
records and the records of the Superior Court of New Jersey. 

SECTION 5: PENALTIES 

Any person violating the provisions of this Article, upon 
conviction thereof before the Municipal Judge or other officer 
having juri~diction shall be subject to a fine of $100 for a first 
offense, $250 for a second offense, and $500 for each third and 
subsequent offense. Upon conviction of a second ·or subsequent 
offense the Court shall impose a period of community service and may 
impose a period of incarceration not to exceed ninety (90) days for 
each offense. 

SECTION SIX: SEVERABILITY 

The provisions of this Ordinance are severable and should any 
part thereof be declared unlawful, the remaining provisions shall 
continue in full force and effect. 

SECTION SEVEN: EFFECTIVE DATE 

This Ordinance shall take effect immediately upon its final 
passages and publication as provided by law. 

X-Indicates Vote NV-Not Voting AB-Absent HOT-Motion SEC Second 

Adapted on fi.-.t reeding et• -ting of the,$...CUleil of the City of Atlentic City, N . .J., on.AJ.b.'/.•.3.7.,}q///..Adapt.• 
on .-mend finel reeding efter t-ring on •• :Jl.#.4Jfl'f.IJ.lf.8.. A~./t/.9../. .... ......................................... . 

~ ~ Reconsimrecl Over 
•••• ~ ••• By C°'-Wleil •••••••••••••••• Rim 

Aye Ney 
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CITY OF ATLANTIC CITY 
OFFICE OF THE CITY SOLICITOR 
Roo· ~07, City Hall 
Alic. . City, New Jersey 08401 
609-347-5540 Fax# 609-347-5210 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Councilman J. Pasquale 

Paul J. Gallagher, City 

November 13, 1991 

SUBJECT: Proposed Loitering Ordinances 

Paul J. Gallagher 
City Solicitor 

I enclose two draft ordinances for your review and 
would ask that you take them to the Police Coni;li ttee at 
your first opportunity. I like to place thef· ~ on the 
Council agenda for its November 27, 1991 meeting for first 
reading. 

The first ordinance creates a violation of lei tering 
for purposes of prostitution. The second creates the 
violation of loitering for purposes of distribution of 
CDS. I have attached the model for' both of these 
ordinances, which is a prostitution loitering ordinance 
from Seattle. I hav<:! also attached similar legislation 
which appears as a New York State Statut~, as well as 
pr'T01"~d legislation which is pending in the Assembly and 
'.J~·; S~na te in the State of New Jersey. Please note that 
ai L other similar regulatory schemes address the issue or 
prostitution, but not distribution of CDS. I can find no 
precedent for that proposed ordinance, but insofar as it 
is modeled on a tested ordinance prohibiting loitering for 
pucposes of prostitution, it would similarly withstand 
cc'lstitut"'..onal challenge. 

I ;··"" also attachP.d copies of the State Statutes 
which c:.. ~«~ identified in both of the ordinances, those 
being sr·ecifically 2C:34-1 Prostitution and Promoting 
~ ".'osti tu tio:·; 2C: 14-4, Lewdness; and ,2C; 35-2 and 
2r.::: 3 5-5 (a), which re:-.,_.., ~"?nt the definition and the 
violation section of '.i· ~ .·"mprehensive Drug Act. 

The pl"'oposes prov ides for certain presumptions, 
defines the burden of proof for the admission ~f evirl~nce 
of a prior conviction, and establishes a gradation of 
penalties based on second or subsequent convictions. 
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I would appreciate your cooperation in presenting this 
matter to the Police Committee, your support as sponsor, 
and introduction at the November 27, 1991 Counci 1 
meeting. 

I should bring to your attention the efforts of Sgt. 
Madamba, Det. McKenna and Det. Mooney in urging the 
·adoption of these ordinances. I appreciate their 
cooperation, their help and the information they provided 
me in the preparation and drafting of this legislation. 

PJG/di 
c: Mayor Whelan 

Council President Pierce 
Chief Rifice 
Sgt. Madamba 
Sgt. McKenna 
Sgt. Mooney 

'5X 
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2C:34-1 

Section 

CODE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

CHAPTER 34 

PUBLIC INDECENCY 

ZC :'34-1. Prostitution and rein led offense11. 
2C :34-2. Obscenity for persons 18 yenrs of nge or older. 
2C :34-3. Obscenity for persons under 18. 
2C :34--4. Public communication of obscenity. 
2C:34-5. Diseased person committing nn net of 11exunl penetration. 

Law Review Commentaries 

FnlClllmcnt 01111 decren1>e n( JlR!!Sion Intrnctabl!? ohi'lccnlt.y rrohlrm. 
in cri111ln11l lnw. Stnnlry Jngher Nlcholns Cmdl'lll, Jr. nml 'fhnmns Ill. 
(l!l7G) 28 Ituti::ers L.llcv. 801. 1 Hnsso JJI (Summer 1077) 2 Seton Ilnll 

lllghllghts ot new Colle or Crimi· Legls.J. liO; (Fall 1077) 3 Seton Ilnll 
nnl .Justice. Senntor lllnrtln L. Legls.J. 104. 
Greenberg and John .J. '1'11m11lty Sin n111l the lnw11 or New Jersey. 
(1070) 104 N.J.L.J. 121. A. J. Cornhlntt (Fall 1070) 14 N.J. 

Stnte Ilnr J. 20. 

United Slates Supreme Court 

Senrch, unauthorized exhibition of Cul possession, 11ee Wnlter v. United 
!lluu1 with descriptive titles to lndl- States, 1080, 100 S.Ct. 230G. 
cate obscene nnture although In lnw· 

2C:34-1. Prostitution and related offenses 
a. Prostitution. A person is guilty of prostitution, a petty 

disorderly persons offense, if he or she: 

(1) Is an inmate of a house of prostitution or otherwise en
gages in sexual activity as a business; or 

(2) Solicits another person in or within view of any public 
place for the purpose of being hired to engage in sexual activity. 
"Sexual activity" includes homosexual and other deviate sexual 
relations. A "house of prostitution" is any place where prostitu
tion or promotion of prostitution is regularly carried on by one 
person under the control, management or supervision of another. 
An "inmate" is a person who engages in prostitution in or 
through the agency of a house of prostitution. "Public place" 
means any place to which the public or any substantial group 
thereof has access. 

b. Promoting prostitution. A person who knowingly pro
motes prostitution of another commits an offense. The follow
ing acts shall, without limitation of the foregoing, constitute 
promoting prostitution: 
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PUBLIC INDECENCY 2C:34-1 

(1) Owning, controlling, managing, supervising or otherwise 
keeping, alone or in association with others, a house of prostitu
tion or a prostitution business; 

(2) Procuring an inmate for a house of prostitution or a 
place in a house of prostitution for one who would be an inmate; 

(3) Encouraging, inducing, or otherwise purposely causing 
another to become or remain a prostitute; 

( 4) Soliciting a person to patronize a prostitute; 
(5) Procuring a prostitute for a patron; 
(6) Transporting a person into or within this State with pur

pose to promote that person's engaging in prostitution, or pro
curing or paying for transportation with that purpose; 

(7) Leasing or otherwise permitting a place controlled by the 
actor, alone or in association with others, to be regularly used 
for prostitution or the promotion of prostitution, or failure to 
make reasonable effort to abate such use by ejecting the ten
ant, notifying la\v enforcement authorities, or other legally 
available means; or 

(8) Soliciting, receiving, or agreeing to receive any benefit 
for doing or agreeing to do anything forbidden by this subsec
tion. 

•; c. Grading of offenses under subsection b. An offense under 
,subsection b. constitutes a crime of the third degree if: 

J (1) The offense falls within paragraph (1), (2) or (3) of 
that subsection; 

~ (2) The actor compels another to engage in or promote pros
titution; 

' (3) The actor promotes prostitution of a child under 16, 
.whether or not he is aware of the child's age; or 

;} (4) The actor promotes prostitution of the actor's spouse, 
~ild, ward or any person for whose care he is responsible. 
; Otnerwise, the offense is a crime of the fourth degree. 

1/ d. Presumption from living off prostitutes. A person, other 
than the prostitute or the prostitute's minor child or other legal 
~pendent incapable of delf-support, who is supported in whole 
r substantial part by the proceeds of prostitution is presumed 
' be knowingly promoting prostitution in violation of subsec-
on b. 

·~. · Patronizing prostitutes. A person commits a petty dis
rderly persons offense if he hires a prostitute to engage in 
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2C:34-1 CODE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
Note I 

sexual activity with him, or if he enters or remains In a house 
of prostitution for the purpose of engaging in sexual activity 

-Or if he solicits or requests another person to engage in sexual 
activity with him for hire. 

L.1!!78, c. !J5, ~ 2C :34-1, eff. Sept. 1, l!J7!J. 

Historical Note 

Source: N.J.S. 2.A.:133-1 to 2.A.:133-
12; 2A :170-G. 

Model Penni Code: 2Gl.2. 

Prior Laws: Il.S. 2:JU8-J lo 
2:1()8-12; 2:202-1. 

L.18U8, e. 2:1G, § 117, p. 82G, nmcnd
cd by L.lOOG, e. GU, § l, p. !JG [C.S. p. 
1784, § 117]; L.l021, e. 22, I 1, p. 43 
[1024 Suppl.§ G2-117]. 

L.1010, e. 10, H 1 to 7, pp. 24, 25 
[U.S. pp. 17GO, 17Gl, U 17n to 47g). 

L.l022, e. 240, §I 1, 2, pp. 410, 420 
[1024 Suppl. §§ G2--0ln, Ci2-Glb]. 

L.10:10, e. 205, 5 1, p. OGO. 

Uniform Law: Thl11 11eetlo11 h1 aim, 
llnr lo I 2Gl.2 ot the J\fodcl l'ennl 
Code, see 10 Uniform Lnwa Annolnt
rll, Mnstcr Edition. 

Cross References 

Premises 1111ed !or prostitution on mudgnntlon, tortclture of Jenae, see t 40:8-8. 
Venereal disease, c>.:nmlnallon or prostitute tor, sec f 20:4--32. 

Law Review Commentaries 

State preemption o! munlclpnl pe
nal ordlnnnces under Code ot Crlml
nnl Justice. John C. Kennedy and 

John P. llfcDonnld (Summer 1078) 3 
Seton Ilnll Lcgls.J. 181. 

Llbr11ry References 

Prostitution <S:=>l. C.J.S. Prostitution I l et eeq. 

United States Code Annotated 

Interstate trnnsportatlon or woman or girl !or Immoral purpose, sec 18 U.S. 
C.A. § 2421. 

Notes of Decisions 

Construction and application 
Evidence 7-10 

In goneraf 7 
Placing 1nmale In house of pros

titution 8 
Receiving proceeds from prostltu· 

lion 9 
Transporting for prostitution 10 

Impeachment of witnesses 11 
Indictment and Information 6 
Jury questions 12 
Malntonance of house of prostitution 

2 
Porsons llable 4 
Placing Inmate In hou10 of prostitu

tion, evidence 8 

Receiving proceeda from prostitution, 
evidence 9 

Sentence and punishment 13 
Sollclllng 5 
Transporting for prostitution 3 
Transporting for prostitution, evl· 

donce IO 

I. Construction and application 

The ennctment or I 2A:170-G, (re-
1>cnled; now this section nnd I 
2C:l4-4), which provided thnt a per-
11011 prnctlclng prostltutlon was n dis
orderly J>(!raon did not in eftect re-
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SEXUAL OFFENSES 2C:l4-4 
3. Sentence and punishment 

New Jersey stntc prhmn rc•gnlnllon 
preventing stole 11rl11on lnmntr.11 who 
hod been con,·lclcd or 111111·c thnn one 
"sex orrcnsc" from nttolnlni: "mini
mum cm1to<ly etntns" nncl lhns be
coming cllgll.1lc !or crrlnln beneClts 

2 C: 14 - 4. Lewdness 

such mi work relcn11c n111l fnrloull'h 
progrntml \\'RR \'lolnllvt~ Of l'QllDI pro
tr.clloll l1111ofnr ns nrll her 11tntute nor 
rcgulntlon ndec111ntely deClned "11ex 
offom1e." Illuchnn , .. 1''nm·cr, n.c .. 
480 F.S1111p. lll:J (1070). 

· A person commits a disorderly persons offense if he does any 
flagrantly. lewd and offensive act which he knows or reasonably 
expects is likely to be observed by other nonconsenting persons 
who would be affronted or alarmed. "Lewd acts" shall include 
the exposing of the genitals for the purpose of arousing or grati
fying the sexual desire of the actor or of any other person. 
L.1978, c. 95, § 2C :14-4, eff. Sept. 1, 1!179. 

Historical Note 

Source: N.J.S. 2A:ll5-1 i 2A:17G-5. L.1030, c. 205, I 1, p. 0011. 

Prior Laws: Il.~. 2:140-1, 2:202-4. 

L.1808, c. 235, I 51, p. 808, amended 
by L.1000, c. 71, I l, p. 101 [C.S. p. 
1102, I lilJ. 

Cross References 

Domestic violence, 111•c I 20:25-1 et seq. 
Indecent lnngungc In public pince, RCe I 20:33-2. 

' Treatment of sex offender&, see I 20:47-1 et seq. 

Law Review Commentaries 

Colloternl problems In obRcenlt)• 
regulation. Stephen J. Edelstein nncl 
Kenneth Mott (1070) 7 Seton Ilnll L. 
Rev. 643. 

"Contemporary community atou
dords" test of obscenity envisions n 
notlonnl, not o locnl stnndord. (1004) 
18 Rutgers L.Rev. 1175. 

,. Dlasectlon of ploys Into speech ond 
· conduct components to judge ohscenl
: ty. (lll72) 4 Seton lloll L.ncv. 370. 

Intrnctnble obscenity prohlem. NI· 
cholaa Caalello, Jr. nnd Thomoa 111. 
Ru110 III (Summer 1077) 2 Seton 
Hall Legls.J. 170; (Foll 1077) 3 Se· 
too llnll Legls.J. 104. 

ObRcenlty nud the lnw-nn npprnls
nl or the contempornry cmu.'l'pt or ob· 
sceulty. (1070) 1 Seton Ilnll L.Ilev. 
00. 

Ilequlrement or pntent offensive· 
ness ond necessity or Judklnl deter· 
mluntlon of obaccnlty prior to postal 
cenaorshlp. (1002) 17 Jt11tger1 L.Uev. 
213. 

The S1111reme Court nnd obscenity: 
llllshkln nnd Gluzbnri:. nernnrd F. 
Ilel11s oud Alnn Silber (1006) 21 llut
gl'rs L.Ilev. 43, GO. 

United States Supreme Court 

Community stnndorcls, 11ce Jenkins U. S., 1074, IM S.Ct. 2887, 418 U.S. 87, 
: '" Georgia, 1074, 94 S.Ct. 2700, 418 41 L.Ed.2d GOO. 
· U.S. lli3, 41 L.Ed.2d 642; Ilnmllng v. 
, 61 

I:. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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2e:as.;r COD~ OF· CRIMINAL -.JUSTICE' 

·AA Act conc.cniiq aubolia ala'llidl,.-.dilli' j,; i..o ....... C== ' d-1.'TMt·t>.1 ·· : ~-~ 
P.Ll'62. c:. Ill and aupplmicntin& TIUc.lC ot., . ... Owemcw a( .. .lbe _a,_..,.._ Dna1:1lc1Drat: 
tbc New Jcncy Scaca1a·and· P.~1910;.~.2l6._,~::Aa;ofrJ!!'1.1 W.:CarJ.f.dJr~ 13 Sctoo ~
L.1919,c.,JlS ...... · • .,. :--~•'--7.!' '.:~i-:-;1'-:, ~,~~(1919).".'.-:'.:i\-r-:·-;.::._ ... .-.. ·.:::..;:-

··: """· ·":·-- ..... _ .. :.··. ·. · •• ·~7:;··~ .. ~·; _,:.:· .• - ·' ··: 
2C:35-1.l. Declaration of poller and,lert1lati•e ftndlnra.~:~~ .·<., . '· -.. 

• • .. . . . . ·•••·••·•••·••• ... , .,;J;41 . • •• 

. The!_Legialature.Jweb:r. ~~:!-Dd.d~s ~_l?.!,tha.p~b~~;P!>liCJ'..P.~.~ ~,~~the: 
followmg: .. ·.-:- . . . .. --'._ .• __ .. . . - ·-· -- -- · n1•1w!'!'-' 

L .. By ~nactment of th•.'tNe• Jensey: Code oLCJ:iminal.Juati~~':}J_J'.S. 2C:l-1 el:' 
aeq ... ~ th.,;Legialatuni~ recognized the.,.need for •. the .. compmhenaive •. reevaluationr. 
rerisici~ conaolidation..and:todification-of.o~csiµlinal._~aiid..tM.11eed. to enaure ·-· 
llllilorm. c0oaiatent,~~l~m~{orjh~!!!!teoc:iD~conYicted .offend-
en~ focuaiDg. princip&lly.on .theo 1eriomneu .and .degree of-d&nrero~esi inherent in-
a particular offenae.dii.enldin1:.the!aent.encin1-provisiona..of #!••penal code,· .the
Legialatunt recognized that the impo11ition of ~:unifonn;:conaiatent and predictable: 
1entence;for a.given. offenaeria..an euential.prerequilite..to ~I:!.l.ti_!>nal deterrent· 
acheme-duigned ultimately to reduce tlie incidence of crime..;,r;:.,:,.._;.:: · · -= 
·•·biit~Despit.e:.t.be.~uffOrtli·and.gaina.oti>uclaw-entorcei.nenngencies;;thr
unJawf1d _me, manufacture and diatribution of controlled:.idangemua 1ubetanca-' 
continues ,to poee:.a. 1erioua-ud peauivathrea~th&Jiealt.h,,aafeq..and welfare-of: .. 

COD&. OF. CRIMINAL· JUSTICE. 2.C:3_~1' 

aeq;),into tbe.'penal-~..whichlis aeeompliahed-berein, alonr.~tli.~;imen~ta; · ·· 
and· 1npplements thereto; will betteNinantt that the moat culpabl~: ~g offen_dera 
will..·~: s~j~_:!0?,~1!1ft p~~ODI ~d strict>. conaiatently -~~i-~ 
l&DCtiODI.. . ·--~ ~ . . . .;. _ .. ~ 1 _ ·._:: ... ~ •• , •. ··:·~: :"·' ·":' 

L.1987, c. 106, I 1, operative July 9, 1987. .::..i.~ .. :: ''.~"-:; ·::i .... , .. , •. ,_,. 

~~J~~~~~~::.~ _·-_z_;t~'.~t~~~~: 
•&-.tU -..1;~.~~~tf.1-~I t:tJ!':tt.U·"tr.~ '~! . . -,t'~ ''?t:.:. -:· .. ·~ -~~-., ..... ~!:."':~ 0:1' t.""..r:.:::.. )c!: :o ,;;,;i .• ~· 
2Q35:.trlfd~ftiai:e9 td; C'ontr011ec.: DUiier0ia1' sia.b.iaftc;;;-.A.ct;: &;ci.dt..i>~...as 
··-~-·.:· · · .-.: and 38' In Code of'"Criminal Jllltlce ' · .. -' '' ,._. " '··:-.. ·'·~ "·~' 

.::ws;.;~;;i.n.s.D)'·bnr; rule or.regulatioD, referenee is ~~:tO:-ihe ·-N•w·J;;.y 
COntiollecf Danreroua Subat.ancea. Act:• .P .I.1970; c. 220 (C:'.24:2l.:.r et. aeq~J. cir i.iiy 
part:'thereOf, the.ume.1hall mean.and ref~ to the appropriat.e,chapter~·1ec:tinii..or 
pl'OYiaion.ot.the .. ''New:Jeraey Cocle;ot.Criminal.Jmtice'.' aa amended il.nd iiipplemiiiit
ed. herein_ Similarly; any. reference...t4.Ch&pter .35 or. 36 in the :•New Jersey. Code'.!>f 
Criminal.J uatice:..&hall.be deemed. to.incorporate. N:J.S • .24:21:.1: et: aeq .. .cu:. l.llJ' ;Ptber 
~~!~~:·! ~.:· .. ·~·-:·:- ~-· •· .•• ··-· •· ~-- .. -~ ~. ;··--~~---~~~;~:.;:::---
L.1987, c..106, f.24_. operatiYe July9,.1987.... .. 1.;.11 ., 1: 1 . .c-~"'""';~"-''•"" 

· the citizena of this State;- New J"eney continues· to uperiea~i.n un&cceptably'hirti • 
rate of drug-related crim~ and.:..contin.u.ea:.to.aene .. .ara..conduit;..for the-·ilJept. 
trafficking· of· drnp txJ ·and· from other jurisdictiona. .. -:1n.-: additiolll to th« .harnl;, 
1ufferedr~ the.n:tm.:o£dra~and,dru~thrirride-faucll 
off--ia. directly .nii.tect.•o.•t..,nu.ohot'-~=~ 

-:".'":.-·"jndndffip~~'.~aetbitlQC; 
· · ·~· For"this-reuon, enhanced and coordinated effomnd.i~T to .. c:utailF-

drag-related. offw~· lead~eunably-..:.t.DJ 11aredi•c:tiornimrt.h-.i:at.e · afr~ ~ 
. . c-anr. andeia thul!faa:dee:idedly :in.the pu.blio-mtuealka.uum1...U :.:..i.: 
"'"'H-~BMi'llit'.~m•lf9.i0t·u'ifiH "tlitipl ._,.._._iii ·g;~ ---~ 
-~/liiiiit:~agreuiYely~~lnel~diibiaatiadctWliJbbll5ili 
·-'.:'::~usrc:rimina1;.li.n.tnualimget2'fOC'tipemf.imipjiiWi:atiuii>,ilnd=-..n~ 
... -..:.:P"mbmelltA~-- •i~.....;.,,, I •of; 
-~ ~~netwOrlr:r:wba-pol..tti.p.....,dauaem wiucietyt•ln.o~ 

-iaumiltbasmoA.~ldWe,dedic:MioDiof.~e; p~· 
rial. jndicial and correctional reao~t.;is.tbe.policJy-of;t.bia.Stat.e to. diatin~ 

. between:.-drug of:fendennbued,on; the· aeriomneu;Gf- thei;ilff~. conaid~· 
-- principally tha nature, :q11&11tity-and-purity of th1r.c:ontrolled:aabatanorin't'Olv~· 

the role of the actnr izr th«" oftl'ail. drng- diatributioo- networX, :·it ia. the intentiolliRfi.. 
the Legislature to provide for the strict punishment, deterrenceand,incapacitatio~ 
the moat.culpable and dangemULdrug..offendera,..and.torfacilitat.e..whereofeaaible-~ 
rehabilitation.of drug. dependent persollS IO u ultimately Jo redu~~d~ 
illegal. controlled dan1erom 1ubetances and the. incidence of drug~related crime,,;::I~ 
ia. a1ao the policy of thia Stat& to afford special protection to clu1dren· from the ~ 
of drug. trafficking, to ensure that. all schools and.area& adjacen~ aCJtoola are'-tteP.k . 

.. f\W~frOmdniir diatnlnitioa·activities;,a~d to provide especially:stem. jnmishmentgo~ .. 
"~drug:._offenden..,wbo operat.e~on or near-achoola and' school" buses;,!,wfili""' •· 
· diatnl>ute.to juveniles. or-who.employ ju•eniles.-in:a~drn1,,diatnl>ntio11> lctiem~IiF' 

addition, our criminal laws and sentencing practices mu.st· be reexamined· and· 1· - . . . . . 
amended.so..aa.t0:rninimize pretrial delay; thereby to ensure:the;prompt diaposition of'.,· · ~-.the, trademark.- trade . name.. or: other -iden~g. mark.,. 1,1112~t,~~or 
allol~~i:elated..criminalt.ch.arges- and the prompt impo1ition· of· fair and certam- devicer4111.any..1ik-thereof. _of. a'. manufaetnrer, dia~b~tor-, or- -~~e_: ~~r 

.. pnnwhment.....~ ·-· -· __ -· AA~· . ,,, '""'"· ~ -~~;:-"':'!.:• ··::-:-:;;u~·-··1 than.th.~penon o~penona:who..m·factmanuf~ diatributed..o~;dia~-~~ 
:":cf. ~oer'tlie C:um!nt 'dtug'laws; there &re· inadequate sentencing guideline• witli · · 1ubatan~. and w~ thereby falnly.~urportl or 11 represen~ to be ~e p~uct of, 
w~: co. n~isten~y ~ identify. the most 1e~om. offen~e~ _and off.ens~s and ta. gttard . or to ti_ave . .,~~ ~~,,!'~ by, _1uch .oth!r. manufact_W"er, ~tnl>utor-, .. o~ .~~ ... ~~~· 
·~~ ~nten~g diaparity an~· the resulan1nleprecsatio~ of'the deterrent thrnet of.~ .::!'Deliver'...£, deliveq! .. meana the actual, COD1trucave, or attemP.ted .~erA-9.m 
th~~law .• In .o~ez:,to:P~~t. the public::.iD~~~-and. ~:~_to_ deter, d~*- ; on•penon;,t.o, another o! a ~.nl:n!Qed.dangero~ 1u~tance- or ~ntro!led. s~~ 
and.eliminate-.~e operation. of.organized drug. t:raffii:ki.ng,.networ.U.,1t. ia. neceaeaey:•· . analog, whether or not there. 11 an agency relationahip •. -. -.~ ... ~ ............ ;,,,_ .. ,. • -~ 
unde~e:rcompreh.emive:~ina~on of.-our ·controlled. dangero~_lubata.nc;;:·· f: .. ,: !!Diapeiiie!-:-:mean&i-.t.G+:deliver-t.-controlled, dangerou ·subatance:...orOcinticiu;d 
.. ws; T ~uret and. 1entenemg·practices.: . The- transfer ·of. the· proYl81ona_of.th~. '>1tance•a.aalo1 to. &n1 -ultimat.. UM!r or reaearch 1ubject byror.'.punuant. .to the 
''New _ 'JY Controlled-Oangeroua.Su

0

bstances Act," P..L.1970,,c. 226-(C.:24:21-,b~t; _ !.u~~er-of a..practitioner; iDcludiDg·the prescribing, administerin&d>~a~g 

last< addlUona- In' text' Indicated by· under111\lr- deleUona: by; •tftll••• .. - • l.ut' aclcHUon1t. In· text Indicated by undertlne; deletlona. by. elftllee1111te 
HJI? ~ 1'l'T 
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2C:J5-~ \,..,V.LJ&..o. v.-. - .. ·-··--

labeling-, or compounding 'necesaary to prepare· the; substance :tor .that. delivery: 
"Diapeoaer" mean.I-a. prad:itiOner who ·dispenses:- •1- •rr:' ·' ''''~'l<'l··'-:7;:..,,-_.,,.,11~ ~i:11 -. . - ... - . . \\:. .. - .· .. (..... . . -. ··· .... 

·"Diatnoute" means to deliver· other than by a.dministenug or di.spensmg a con" 
trolled daageroua sub11ta.nc:e or controlled substance an.a.log. "Distributor,. means a 
person who distributes. · · · - - · · · ' 

include,. unleaa apecifically .designated u. controlled pursuant to. the. provisio11a: pf 
section.. 3., of P .L.1970, c.. 226 (C. 24:21-3), the dextrorotatory- .. iaomer . of 
3-methoxy+methylmorphioan and ita il&ltls (dextromethorphan)."' It dOes include 1t.s 
racemie and levorotatory !Onn.s. · · ' · · · - · ·• · ' .. · ,_ · · - ·-· --··-'·: · • 

"Opium poppy" means the plant of the species Papaver somnifenun L., except the 
seeds thereof. · · - ' 

"Druga" mean.a (a) aubat&nces recognized in the official United States Phannacc>-
poeia, official Homeopathic· Pharmacopoeia of the United States, or official National "Pe~on" means any ~~~tion, association, partnership, truat, other inatitution 
Fonnula.ry, or any supplement to any of them; and (b) aubata.Dces "!tended for use or entity or one or more tndiVlduala. · · · :.: · ··· .,.-, , : .' 
in. the diagu<>11ia, cure, mitigation. treatment, o~prevention of'.diaeaae m·1mi11 or other "P~ppy stn.w." means all pa.rta, except the seeds, of the oplum poppy- after 
aoimala; and (c) aubataucea (other than food) 1Dtended ta affeet °:1e atructu.re or·anr. moWlllg. . . '-· 
function of the body of man or other a.oimals; and (d) aubata.Dcea 1Dteuded for uae as_ "P · · , . . . ... • • ·"'' · · · 
a. component oLa.ny art:iclupecified in.aubeectiona (a). (b) and.(c) of thia.aection;..but.; 1 ractl_tioner' meana a ~hyaician, dentist, ve~aria.n. s~entific inveatiptor, 
d - · t"· cl ·d -d · · · · th · •• ..,.. ..... : · · · · · · ·· · , aboratory, pharmacy, hospital or· other person licensed, regutered. or otherwise oea DO ID u e eVICe8 or eU""compooeu ..... ..--or acceaaonea.. ... -· ..• ·-- -- ·tted to"''- ·b te d" d · .. .. ·--- ~ . -··· .· · : :· .· · - penru watn u , 11peoae; COD uct reaean:h with respect to, or. administer a 

. Drug dependent penoo means a person who. ~ ua1Dg a controll~ da.o~u.r: controlled daageroua substance or controlled aubatance analo~ in the. course of 
substance or controlled .•~batance ana.log.and.who ia ID a atat.e of psychic.or phya1~. profesaion.al practice or reaean:h in th.is State. · 
dependence, or both; anamg- from the uae of that' controlled da.ogerou.a aubitance- or..,, . . . . . ' . . . .. . . . 
c:Ontrolled aubatance anaJoroii a·coDtiuuollll buili~Dru1r·dependence is-~ (a) ·"Phyau:wi" means a phys1can authorize<_i by law to practice medicine in th.is or 
ized by· behavioral .au~othe.c. ?upon.aes, including ~but'" not· limited-to a atron&'.· any other. at.a~ an~ any other person authorized by-law to. treat-aick.and injured 
compulaion to take the aubatance on· a: rec:urrin~ bUia· in'- order to-experience· i:tau human. hemp ID thia or any other at.ate and ..... ··- . ~- . 
paychieeffects, or to avoid .the dlacor:nfort of-its-absen<:llt. ·"'-. ·- ···_: ·--,-.. , .. " -· .. ·'?'- . (b) ''Veterinarian" means a veterinarian authorized by law to practice veterinary 

"Huhiah" meana the resin extracted from any part of the plant' Genus Ci.rmabi>- medicine.in.thia State. '·" , --· 
L. ~d any compound, manufacture, salt, derivative-; mixture; or preparatioD' of auclr· (c) "Dentist" means a dentist authorized by law to practice den~try iu:th.ia State. 

~~ub.cture". th rod c:tio ti tio ~ UDdiu - (d) "Hospital" means any federal institution, or any inatitution for the- care and 
. . m~ f e P ~u ~ _ prepara -~~._P-~P ~ ~~ ,_..., _5, treatment-. of the. sick and. injured. operated or approved by- the- appropriate- State 

conyezmon or proce.am1t_o a. contro .............. proua·a...,.........,. /lr.CODl.ll.UIO:U ,...,._ d .,....., t.: be ted · · · 
ana.lo . ~either· . or-::bi,·Utne:tion . .fr:C!' ~.~ "''.'Or~-ua~- .. ·::1: e..--en a.a proper· to entrua with the coat.Ody and profU11ooal.u.se of 
.. d ~d ti b~ •·r·"L-~!....:.,. .. · •L;;_:.;/!_.b --~b' · -·•--'.a:fi{l~" · controlled_dangeroua aubstauces,orcootrolled aubatauce-analop·"-~'J"""".-~--~ . m epeu en y i mmul.lfo ... ;ueuugu IJJ!w .... -u.- J •1:01D Dl&tloD"1)1 . .. - . . . . ·- ~·~ ·- . _.. . ._, __ .• _:::: . ..>J~;;:: ... :::~;~ 
cliemicai lyutheai8;,·jii(l'1ndu41S :~( or~i"ot'ttili iilruitJuiC.-Oil ~ (e) . .!'l.&boratory''; IDe&llL a laboratory to. be entnzated. with: the! cuatodT(if :n&ttotic 
l .. h.lina·'or. rel•h.Hn.,.. O . ita · c0nt:i.iu~ UcePt'°thaftJtin.enD• doe?!ioMnCJudrtti;;· drup- and: the: ~ Of· COD~lled.-dangeroua. ~ubatancea::.OC:;C:Ontrolied.aub.ta.nce 
~ ~ : • • . • - • M •• .. ~tw. ana.lop.. for.,aceutific, expenmentaJ and medical purpoeea. and for purposes of 

_...._.__ ---' i...- · - •' • '· ..-~ ........ ~~.,_,..,,..,"L ,,.,.,_;u,u;~ r.:>.:::. in~.···--u ...... +i.-c:._._n-....,....__t;ol1HeaJt.biP'tJ. ,._, ... -·:&·-'·- · .. -
IW1DL&UC9 ........ og-ur uriu 1or llJS'.own·DM or -~~~I\~ '""1C'" .we:::ltiU<S..-::l:'.· 
~:on&be~fi~HfrOll~ ~~uCtiort;"'.iDChiaerl!WmiQin , __ , lautio · · .. .; .... --"io;;· · w:~-: .-!-...:..J~•.......L.:......:.~~ ... ~..... t "trolJ-.T-'-- .... ..,,. ___ .. "'':Jt"#< • . .... ---·· ~~ .. g;-cultirit:ioD; g i'.iiii' t 
""-~ ~ ................... "'.111-vr--~~~g·o :.-~ ~ge~~"".--0 mis.~· I( coutrolied""d:IDJ~11a~cn>r ~ntr?lled·lufiiitarieiir:analOg::~!>':'.ai · 
con~~ed iubstauce-~m ~~ O~~lJlK~~~. :;•'."i'::;.tt.iti]incms:;?f~i~au}j~tijNi-:WbiCJi.°t.b~~~~elit.of Health 
pi:aetiUoneri.(or.>uud.erihis:'superu11on)rfor4thecparpmet'OfP«--~eot~ h f .z·to-'-- d.b 1a· · ---d -. · -·- L~~--·.-t--•· '• .-- "'-' -----1.' .•--L'- .. ·· L-'-'·--i....···and:: ...., f - aal ... 1 •... , •. _ 1-,,.:-1-.,J.,, ... -"'"t: u .ounu """ an 1 regu tlau ea1gnates u uemg we.,~PILcompound 
,.,._..,..., ~~ Ol"CIMIW<:&&._.,.is; m ..... on e..''>-·- -· ' ·--'' · "- -;u;r"· commo-t.. used or roduced ·~·-h. l d L: .... • • • edia · ch. ·ca1 
"'"Marih - " ... all~: ...... :..i...tJl"---'"•---L: ... ,., hetb . -!....,. • - ..... ~, .. p . pn"-"l. or use, an w"""' .is au unm te elDJ 

-- . uana meamr ..-- 0 ...... ..,...,.... ....,.................,..._,_ w . ~J?'O~i'~ mtermed.i&ry uaed:_or likely to be·uaed ID the manufacture of a controlled-dangerous 
not;~ the·~ the.reof, and every:compouDd;: llWrilb.ctnre; sal~ ~errnm.'e-,! mixtureii;. aubatant:e; -or· controlled: '.UbataDci" an&log,.' the "c:Ontrol"ol"."whlCh" trriecesury:lto 
or preparation of 1uclt-plant or· ·~-aeecI.; except"'thoee-1containmg"l"l!IUJ1e~ prevent; cUrtail, -c>r' Jimit"auch:inanufactnre. . · ... , , ... ,.;.~'-··· ·-· -lol.!.. .. -·---··-
from .such. plant;: but.:. shall. not' 1Dcfude ther mature, atalka . .,of· audr ·plauty.-fiberi!7 · · ;, - . ·· . · · .. , · - . . : •: .. ,.. · '" '"'' ~ --·" ... -· 
produced from auch·atalka,.oiLoc cake:made:.from:the seeds of such:plant;.auy·oth~ . Re1tdential treabuent ~a.cili~ ·means any facility app.~ve?- by any; county prob&
compon.od,.manutactnre;:a.alt;.:derintive,1:m.ixture,.;ol'lipreparat:ion.·_of.:auch ma~! , tlon department for the IDpatient treatment and rehabilitatlo~ of .dJ:u~ depe.~ent 
ataila, fiber, oil,.or:ca.ke;; or th~ steriliud seed of aach plant" whiclF isrincapable·Oii- • persons'. -~. · . . . _ .. __ _ _ . . , · 
gecnin&tiou. - ··-·~.·.·:.-... ,- ... ·"·· '• .. ., .:. -,· .. -:- ·' .; ·-.. ~~-· ::.;-: ::·:. . : · cf'f "Schedules.l,.ll, III,IV,.and,V:a.re the schedules 1etlorth·in sectiouiSthrough 8 
'""Narcotie· drug'' :mealia" IUIY' of "the- following;·· whet.her· produced,.directly- oc...' of P.L.1970, c. 226 (C. 24:21-5 throuirh U:21-a) and in section' of P.L.1971, c. 3 (C. 
indirectly by extndion from· aubatances: of •egetable· origin, or• independently Oft 24:21-8.1) and. u m~ed by any ~~tiona .isaued by· the Commisaiooer of Health 
means..:of chemical-·ayuthesiii;;.oi:- by- &1 combin&tionr.ot· extnctionJand,chemicaJt punU&llt}o_his authonty u pro~ded ID section 3 of P.L.197_0,:£:_22d_(Q~ 2Ul-3). 
1yntheaia:;... · ~::-- : .. ; .... ,. ·.- ~;c;~ ; .. :·~·.a'"~•"""' ... ;,,,,_:.;.;_~.- ";'l~..i:i:.~-~'.'."l · · "St&ta!!:meaii:a..t.J:ie.StataaLNuc·Jeraey ·-· - ·• ... · . . : , - . ·-

-:(a)-Opi~ coca:. lea. ves,.and opiatea; .. · ·• :·· .. ·:· · ·__:·.: ... :,:...-. ··-"· ' · ~~·. "Ultim~te-uaer'' meana a person: who· l~~jj·y·.·po-~~;~~~iled'· .. dan. 
(b\.. •. ..-..1 uf .. _::1 d · . . f . geroWI .,., ~ ~ compo.......,. man a.cture; .... t; envative; or ·preparatio1r o ·opium, coca:- substance or controlled aubatance au&log for hia own uae or for the.use of a member 

le:av~~or. opiates; . ~ .... ··- _ ._ --·.-:_. -·~~.~. ~ ~·~·· ~--· ·· .-~i· .~~ '"; • ' ·'"" ,., · ·• ~. ;;.;,,; o~ hiit hoo.aehold or for.adminiatrat:ioo to an animal owned by.him.or by a.member of 
(c) A substance (and any compound, mann.facture, salt, denvative, orpreparatiozr.:- hia howaehold..---- ----· .. -- . _ _ . 

thereo~ which ia chemically identical with any of th~ aubatauces refe~ .to iii.· L.lSB7 d_ l06 § 1 ope~tive July 9 1987. 
aabsectJons (a) and· (b), except that the words "narcotic drug'' u used in this act ' - ' ' · ' 
shall not include decocainized coca leuea or·extracta of coca leavea, which extracts· 
do not Contain cocaine or ecogine:· .. -..... · · .. • ·- · - "' -····'· : .. • ·: : .. :. . ·. .: ~! 
:'"ffpiate" ·meaurany-daagerous' substance· having ·a.n 'addiction·forming·or· addic,; 
'1n-!luataining liability sinular to morphine orbeing-capable-of conversion· into It 
•ug having such addiction-forming or addictioJHusta.ining- ·liability. ·It doa ·t.;,. 

Last addition. In texMndlcated ·by underline; deletion• by atrllleowtL 
1~ -

HlatoricaJ and Stawuirr Noia 

1K7• 1At1Uadoa; 

El!'cr:lift- a>ct opeBbft dac. of·L.1917, c.: )()6,. .. ·- - ,, - -·· . •'"·-

- Hila>nc:aJ Noce·uadcr I lC:J)-1.7, ~-'.·- --- · :··-· .. ··.: .~ : ·:·-· 

'\ 
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2C:3~2.1 CODE OF CRIMINAL -JUSTICE 

2C~. l. ·Anabolic 1teroid,. pnctltioner- and. Immediate. precunor- defined 
).,, used in this act: a.. "Anabolic ste~id'' mew ~·material. comP<>und, mixture, or 

preparation that contain.a an anabolic steroid or an immediate precursor tha~ includes 
any of the following: · 

Chorionic gonadotrophin 

Cloate~l. ~· . ,:- . _ 
Debydrochlormethylteatoaterone 

. Ethyleatreno1., .. I 
I 

CODE' OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE 2C:3~~1 

notes. that. nothing contained in it shall prohibit the court from imposing 
further restrictiona with regard to the discloaure of the name, addreu and 
identity of the child victim which it d!!i!ms necessary to prevent trauma and 
stigma. Finally, the bill provides that any person who prints, publiahea, 
broadc.asta or televises the name, address and identity of a child .sictim is 
guilty of a disorderly penons offense. 

The atated purpose· of this bill is to protect child victims of sexual uaault 
.. and sexual abuae from the stigma and trauma which may accompany- the . 

F1uoxymesterone .. ' 
publication of their names, addresses and identities .. To accomplish 'this · 
purpose, the provision.a Of this bill focus OD kei!ping the victim's· name OUt of 
the public record of the criminal prosecution. While I wholeheartedly 
support this aim and endone the vast majority of this bill, there is one 
portion of the bill which is• problematic: Subsection• e ·provides that any' 
person who publishes or· broadcaau the name, -addresa and identity of a 
child victim is guilty. of a disorderly penona. offense. · This anbaection 

I 

. :. I 
.. Mest.erolon~· ·--···"' ·
Meteoolone 

... i 
I 
I 

I 
· Methandienone 

Methandro atenolooe 

Methylteato.terone· 

N androlone- decanoate 

Nandrolone pheopropionate 

N orethandrolon& 

. L 
· effectively holds the. print and broadcast media• c::riminally liable for report· 
ing·the name· and address of a sexual uaault orabuae victim even it the 
source of the· in:fonnatioo ia other than· those specified-in- the-bill; for 
example, if the information is from an eyewitness, the victim's parents or 

~ 

. 9~~lon~ ... :.. ••..... .· 

:,~~~~'.L''.~::~~:l:~:i~~~~~::c-~~~·'·~-S 
. · .. ~- .. Tmtol~.·~~. • .... _.:·.~!!~·.-;-::-:~ ... ~!:::?~! -=:;:-:.-; ._, ..... ~ __ ... ; ;>- - .•••• , 2 :..~~~b'.llii-~~~ooai.-:~~' v«.;: · .. 

. pG .,.,-.r.,' ..... C... >"" ·• • ·-··•·•·" -~·~~· ~·~· - _,.... ..... n ....... u• ~·· .,.__···~-·-· .;.,•. ··~,._..__~ ~ .Ho.<,..1~s.1vrt.• ,. ;"f-• •19-J>.--...;.~ •. 

b. ."Practjtioner'..:' mellJlH phyaician; dentist; veterinarian,. mtiflc innaap r, 
. la.boii.toa-y .. · t..nnaq, hnapital o~~reptered,.,Q~~oti...:--
~ to~dia~ diapenae, conduct. reM&rcliWith: reap8ct'tii~ or ~;~ 
anabolic~~~·;oli' imniedia~ ~r '.iii._ the- ~ur..:of. profeia~nal. P~·~of 
research ·ur t.hia:·State.. · ·· - · · •. •· , .. u ··--~ . · . · ~ ·· , . ~. 

-·c.:·.:.'.'Immedii.~;~~'~.:~~~ab~~i:e'r~rucli fliest.ate DepartmenP.'Gt. 
Health. bu found to 1- and by regulation deaignatea u being the principal compc>wid 
commonly uaed or. produced primarily. for. U:..e,.and .which ia an.immediate chemical 
intermediary uaed or likely to be uaed in: the manufacture of an anabolic steroid,. the 
control· of which· is' Deceu&r'T to prnen~ ·curtail,• or- limit :auch manufacture. .. : 
L.1989".:·c. Ssi.'t i, etf."'Jan. l2,-1~ ... :::;:.~;~·,,. ""~:·;.;: :'~ · :: ::···'. '".~· .. ·-~· 

. . . 
• Gonmon Recon1ideratlon and RecommendaUon Statement 

: •• ... _ ••...• ·-· •• . • • .. • • .;: .... .. - • . : • : • li • ' ~ 

.. :.,"' ·. ~,,,:~;: ... ,..-.. Aaaembl11 Bill No. 4283:'-L.1~89, c. 335 ,. . .. · ... ··- .• i.... 
~'·To Ui8:~ Aa.embli. · :,..-: ;: ~; ,;'. ,.·:.:.;. .. ·~~ .. ·.. . . . ·:---3. 

Punuant to Article V, Section I.- Paragraph 1' of. the Conatitution~ I 
· '. P.erewith retum Auembly Bill NO; •283 with. my objectio~for reconaidera:: · 
o,.t;i()n.., ........... ~·r-·-· .... -- •·uro .• , • .,..; ...... _.,.. __ .,.,... .... .,f ......... ·:•.n•.,..- ...... · ..•• ····-•'..$ 

·· --·Thia-•bill· proTide11: that in· proaecutione··for·aggravated· 1exuaJ. aaaault,., -
sexual uaault, auravated criminal aexual contact, criminal 1exual contact. 
endangering the welfare of a child or any action alleging an abuaed or 
neglected child, the name, addresa and identity of a victim who is under the · 
age. of 18 at the time of the offenae shall not appear on the indictment, 
complaint or any other public record. In place of the name"of·the child .. 
victim ahall be the victim's initials. or a fictiaoas name. The bill goes oii,,; .. 
however, to allow the court to diacloae this information if it.detenninea, · · 
after a hearing, that good cause exists for such disclosure. Further, the bi!' .. ' '" ..... ~ .... _ _,, ___ ....... _ .. , ___ .................. _-.. ...... _ 

I 
' .. even the victim. This .•nbsection, on its face; alao would ·apply even if the 

victim suffered no trauma or stigma or· if the importance to·the- publiC' of 
publishing the name. and identity of the alleged victim clearly outweighed 
the State' a interest in protecting the privacy rights of the victim in a 

. particular. cue ... Becauae oLthe breadth and focus of this·provision, I am 
convin~ ~tit.would, at the very leut, be u.oconaatutional in many:~(,~ .. 

:':''~~~.app~~~ .. : ... c.-;..:: :~. · ·~ . • .. '.-··, <r1.,.i.i:i:-" '"''"!I;.'·'""·'!::-:-:. 
•· Al th8'courtll have'. made cleadn·cues intupreting:the:F:int·Amendment, .... 

::;:.'J>rohibitiona-015-publication by.the pz:eu oL truthfutinformatioD·&re-highly~ .. 
~ ·IUlpect;;-1..mtead,;theeourtl.baYHUigewd tbattheqirefenh\e cmu:&e ia.toitr. . 

~n~, liinit:;tha;dll1rtn•~ormatioD1•regauii:atrJthewwm., ~&Deb .... ; 
::..~j.ideutity;ofchild;~of.Mxualuaault.and.abuae.b1•keep~'°1At-widim11-·>.;. 
·'"::•·identity-out oftbe public record. This is not:only preferable in protecting •. 
•. ~?-l:JRr iioutitiiticni&rrighta" mvolftd;: bat'. u-·rma~oOfl &OU.net: policy,~ ... .jt ... n l 

. ::L; 1'iitrikerthi·ilr0perDalinCrliefnea competing-intereatia!·,. We 1hould nnei-::::: 
'"--unneceuarity-int.erferi! witlrttie 11ress'1 freedonitO-"pnntthe t:rirth.,,,hen-the·- :· 

_ . State interest~ be·proteded can be better:addreued in a lesr:int:rum.t-:~, 
" ···fnanlier. It should be noted that the newa niedia haracted respon&ibly. in' 
. ... . theae matter. in the put; and f have enr,..-reuon. to belie-ii' that ni>orten'~ !-! 
- .&nd· publiahera will continue; to treat theH'. case. ·with aenaitivity and .; . 
· ·discretion. · ·· :•· · , .... ·" .. ' · · -' · · · .. ,,._ 

.. -··--· .... :· - ......... .. .. . ...-......... , ........ -,...~ .. · ...... , . 
••• • Accordingly, &;meaningful alternative to 1ubaectioo.e-ia. tel.prohibit.the .. 

purposeful . disclosure,. release or other diuemination, of confideut:iaL doc- - : 
umenta bearing a child victim's name, addreaa. and identity' de.lineated..in 

I. · ... aubaection b. of the preeent bill.;that ia, anr·report, 1tatemeot,. photograph, . 
· · coart ·document, indictment,·· complaint or.any other. public. record. which· I 1tat.es. the name;..addreu.orrideotity· of a··child•.victim .. ·.-Any•.penon:.who• 

: ... :-diacloae .. , releuea or otherwise diaaeminatea to· th911ablie auch ·information 
would be guilty of a disorderly penooa offenae. A aimilar path· bu.been 
followed in preserving the privacy rights of victims of child abuae by 

l prohibiting the releue ·of child sbuse reports· and ·impoaing· •··criminal 
1 aanction on those who purposely violate thia•prohibition. (See--NJ.S..A.; 
l 9:6-8.lOb.) 

For the above reasons, I recommend that subsection e of A.asembly Bill 
No. •283 be deleted and that in its aLead new language be added which 
prohibita the purpoaeful. release of the 11&1De,. address or identity of child 
victims of sexual uaault and abuse. · · · · ...... '" · 

: Therefore, I herewith return A.aaembly Bill No. •283 and recommend that 
It be· amended as follows: 
I ••t- •rlrlltl,.,.•· In- lewt lnrllr..eterl hv unrl...nlne: delttlon• bv ......,,_, 
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· Hiotorical and Statutory Nola 
i 919 Leplatioti 
Rula Ind rtJUlauOm 10 clrcct ... IC purpos.cs or 

L19~?:. c. ll~. oce t l4:21-l.l. 

Respectfully, 
Isl Thomas H. Kean 
GOvERNOR 

0-Rdereeca 
Owls• o( definition o( anabolic steroid by c:om-

mwioncr, ICC § 24:21-8.2. · 

2C:l&-3 • ..Leader.of.narcoUca .trafficlUni network : ....... 
A·penon•ia 2. leader "Of a·narcotics·trafficlcing network il he;coP.Spiies with.others 

as an Of'&'an.iur, superviaor, financier· or manager, to engage for profit in a.1cheme 
or course of -conduct to unlawfully manufacture, diatribute, di&penae, bring into or 
tranaport in this State methamphetamine, lyaergic acid-diet.by !amide, phencyclidine 
or any controlled. dangerous aubstance claaaified in Schedule I or II, .or . .any 
controlled 1ubstance.&nalog thereof. Leader of narcotics trafficking networlc.Js a 
crime:of the tint degree and upon conviction thereof, except u may be proVided by 
N J.S. .2C:35-l.2, a person ahall be sentenced to an ordinary term of life imprisonment 
during:.which the. person must serve 25 years before being eligible for. parole. 
N otwitbatanding the proviaiona of subsection a. of N J.S. 2C:43-3, the "COurt may alao 
impoae ..a .fine not to exceed $500,000.00 or five timea the 11treet valne of the 
controlled dangerous substance or controlled substance :analog ·in..-olved, whichever 
is greater.· · · -· · .. _ · · · - ~ · ., 

Notwithatanding the provisions of NJ.S. 2C:H!, a conviction of leader of narcotics 
traffickingrnetwor~ llOt 'Jnerge• with 'She "Ca!ITiction-:for:any offenae 'Which ia the 
object•ohhe:COD1piracy ... Nothing contained in this aection.ahall.prohibit.the court 
from :impoaing . ..anleXt.ended:term :porauant· t.o NJ.S: 2C:48-7; :nor iahall-thil•lection 
be ~.,...y.:tx> -pred.llde-ior .. limit-tbe;.proeecution,-or~nvictiol!i!Jf .any 
peraon,,fon:ompiracy -under N :J .S.· 2C:5-2, or any -,proaecntion 'Or" conviction '11nder 
N .J .S..20:.854 ~mwint•ining or :0penting a CDS production facility), ..N.J.S..20:3&-5 
(manu.facturiPg,·diatribuliDg.or diapensing), N.J.S . .2C:35-6 (employing Jl juvenile in a 
drug...dimibutiim.;ll!bem~,...N.J'5..,2C:35-9 (strict. liability .!or .. drug :ioduad. death), 
N J.S.· .:.2C:41-2-<racketieering~i-or.:subaection :.g.·..of -N.J~~(IU'der. of 
org&niud .crime). -· . .. · · ·· · · 

lt ahall not be necessary in. any prosecution under this ·aectioii for the State to 
prove that.&ny .intended profit was actually realiz.ed. The trier of fact may infer that 
a particular ..acheme or COUJ"Be of conduct was undertaken for profit from all ·of the 
attendant circumstances,.including but not limited to the number of peraons involved 
in the ache me or course of conduct, the actor's net worth .and his e.xpenditnres in 
relation to his legitimate sources· of income, -the amount or purity of the specified 
controlled dangerous aubstance ·or controlled substance analog involved, ·or the 
amount of ·cash ·or -currency .involved. 

It shall not be a defense to ..-prosl!l:ution under this section that auch controlled 
dangerous substance or controlled substance.analog was brought into or t:n.naport.ed 
in t.hi1 State aolely for ultimate diatribution or diapensing.in another jurisdiction; nor 
ahall it.be a defense that.any profit was int.ended~ be.made.in another jurisdiction. 
L.1987, c. l~, § 1, operative July 9, 1987. 

Hlotorical ... d 81.awtory Noteo 0- IW.......,.. 
I 917 - E.ucndod 1crm for conviction or violation or 

LePala !hi& ICICllon aher prcV1ous conviction for 1n&r1u(ac· 
• -£1Tccriw and openriw care o( L 1987, ~ 106. 1urini. dis1ribu1in1 or dlSpefllins conrrolled d&n· 

. - Hio&.onca.I Nc>&c .under i .lel~I. • serous 1ubol.UICC .or o.naloJ. .- f 2C:4~. 

2C:3&-4.. Mainwnin1 or operating a controlled danreroua aubatance production 
facility ' - · · ·· · · · ····: · · ···· ·· · 

Except .u •aut.horaed by P.J..;1970, c. .226 (C .. 24:21.,-l. et..·.aeq.), :.any .person who 
knowingly mair. ·-.s or. operates any premiaes, •place-.or ,facility-uaeddor the 

~ La1t-.. ddlt. . -In .text Indicated by under11ne; deletlona:·by'Mrilteeut:a 

132 

UUL11ufactUle of methamphet&mllle, lyaeqpc 11.Clu wo:uiy ..,.., ..... ~, l'"~u-, ----- , 
· aubatance clauified u .a lW"COlic drug in Schedule l or 11, or the analog of any such 
·aubabnce, or any penon who . .lmowingly aid.a, .Proniotea, .. fin&ncet or otherwise 
.participateaJn the mainteP&Dce or ,operationa of auch premiaea, place or facility, ii 
· iiuilty .JJf a crime o( the lint deitree and ah.all, except u proVided in NJ .S. '2C:3&-12, 
be ..aentenced to a .term of impriaolllD8Ilt which aball include the impoaition of a 
minimum term which 1ball be fixed at, or between, oiie-third and one:.b&lf of the 
1enwace impoled. during which the defendant ah.all be inelii)ble for parole. Not· 
-wit.ha~ the.proriaiora .Df .1ub9ection .a:..of.N.J.S;:.2C:~. the court may.alao 
impoN a..fine.not.to exceed $600,00Q.OCfor:me times the street value of &ll controlled 
~eroua .aubatancea or ,controlled.aubatance. &D&logg .&t Cll!Y. time. :ma.n~.Dr 
atored ·at-aw:h:premiaea,0.place or tacility, :whichever ia mater. , .... - ... . ... 

• t."198'i;'~l06;1'l;"t>peritive.July9,"1987. · .Amended:by L.1988,1:.-'41§ 1, eff. June 
~· 1~8:;. ·.. :· : ·: :~"'.'' . ,_ ~- : .. ~·-··:·_-::-.· >~~.,-- '· ··=· · .. ·_~;:~, v ••• ;· :-·· 

. - lllaoric:aJ and Btam&ort'NcKei • ·-·- .. -:'::· ~ ::_·,-·~ '11 O.CW- ;, ..• 

:US7.Jq' IM•;. . ·M..,,........ I· 
o E«eciiw ud q>enliwc dale .al'.L.1911; c.106. . • · · · • 
w:Hiolaricll No1n111clcr I .lC:U-1. '(' · · , .L:~:M ' ••::!!·:: ~:" "'.""•:··~,;.,,. -:: 1 •• ,...~-

. er-...,.;.._ -.~ .~ .·"'' ". -· .. 
· · l!xlcDdod '1enD rar-con'ficDoo: d -.ioiaDoD ·al" 

. 11i1a-a aha' pn¥ioUt ~ for-..fae-. 
lllriq.~ or cliopaliD& caoaollcd. claD-, 

'praul .t.&MOl«·-iac.-,6..2C.-4~tfi !L''". 

•'l)lhnjq • t.olk...,atyd.cinlpud ~
ma *-Gnip .m10 ~ aaill ICQllStianed @< 

. ~m-urc" :r1 tlac ---• .,.;u,;. .. 
--. ol • .uu. . .,_-.. . .s- ,,_ Mila., 231 
~'.:.~!~!:"'.~- !·(~:191!).,1~:. . 

i§~\~:~~~:;~~:J~~~~~;~.~c-~.':~.'.~Z:~~~·:: :::;>: ~::·~~:~:··. 
~:;.-... .:En:ept u authorised by P-W.9'l0;L226. (C.12&:21.;i-et..eq.);<'itllball "'1m!awful 
for.....,.,...n~~~ ... ~°''f";.;.::;~;..:'· "' ·.•·3•··'l·.·.,1. :.: 

__ , •• " .. _.. ..... ~ .. :.""'.. .- ·_. ~ .. :;:~ : •. _"..1.r•. ~-. 1~-~· ... ·~····· 

.(1) To mavqhetme,~'Ui diapeme,_..~~.or.Uvelmder'.hia 'COatrol 
Witli:mtenttif~7-aiibi1i-iite~~;-A~ 
~~~~~ ~~c.e·anai~r.c-~::;:,:~. ~:::I:~:..,-:-~:,,;~;.~ .. ~ ... ··.:.:~~ ~=.:.:.~::~ 
::{2).To~,4iatn1>nte, -or:..poueu :or. bave . ..under .. .hia control with iatent.tO 
m.~.counter:feit contmllecl~;aut.~1 ~~~!?:!;~1r:~.~:.re,· -~~-~' 

b. ~y person who violates aubeection L·with ~ta:- •.·· ·. ·• :.: ,:-,'·'.'."::-:" 7:. 

.. : (1) lieroin. or ita .analog, or coCa leaves and any ult, compound, derivative, or 
preparation of coca leaves, and. any .aalt; compound, derivative, or preparation 
thenof which is chemically equ.iva.leot or identical with any of theae aubstanoea, or 
ant.lop, except that. the. 1ub1tanoea ah.all oot include decoc:aiaized coca leavea or 
extractiona which do not contain cocaiDe or ecogioe, iii ·.a quantity of five .ounoea or 
inOR including any adulterant.a. or dilutants, p.e•qd1d U.eM '" i111h1d.d at l1111it 3 5 
ifR>Alll 11f Ute pwie fNe llaau d.Ng, .ii guilty. of.a crime of the tint .degree. The 
defendant aball, -except .a.a provided in NJ.s:· 2C:35'.-12, be aentenced to a .term of 
impriaon.ment by the a1urt....The .term -of.impriaonment ahall include the impoaition 
of a minim am term which 11hall be lixed .at, or .between, one-third:and-one-half. of the 
1entence impoeed,·during-which the defendant shall be ineligible-for parole. Not· 
withstanding the proviaions.rif. aubaection a: pf:NJ.S. 2C:43-3, a· fioe of. up .to 
$300,000.00?l&ybeimpoeed;·_:·--.1·: •· , !- . ~·:·. ·-- ··;..,~:·_: •. "-·, ....... 

(2) A 1ubstance referred to in -paragraph (1) of thia 1ubaectio11, in ..a quantity of 
one-half. ounce "Or '.more bublesa than five •ouncea. ,including-:any -adultA!ranta or 
dilutants, p.e•qdad UiHll ue i.i111h1d1id at lwt 3 5 gRollll 11C taa pW'll U.11 lla111 ~IJ• 
is guilty of a crime of the second degree; ~ • · ' • . -. ' 
· (3) A substance referred to in paragraph (1) of this 11ub&ection in a quantity leas 
than one-half ounce including any adulterants or• dilotanta, 11r WI a 111111o11g'Y llf 
llRt lialf G\111911 llf Riil" WiUi tli1F11 baillg iR11l11d11d IHI. t.lm1 a 5 iRWR' llf tAI p~ 
fN1 llaae . d.Ng 11r wil&N ta1 1R1111111t 11f the pwie ,_ ban i.s 1111dutuFRW.11Ml, ·.ia guilty 

•• •- _ ~··· _ ·-·~ • ·!...~•••'•• ;1•',, ,..,~a.':-..... -·•• '• 

Laa' 1ltlona In .tut Indicated by underline; .deletion• by etrllteoliM 
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2C:35-5 CODE OF· CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

or. & crime or , the. third cic!gree except tha~ Dotwithatandii.g the .. J>roviaion& of 
1ubaection b: of ·NJ .S. -2c:.&3-3, ·a ·fine of -up· to '"$50,000.00 · may ·be impoaed; 

·(.&).A aubstance.~lassified as .a narcotic drUg in' Schedule f iir'II other than those 
specifically covered in this r.ection, or the &nalog ·of any auch substance, in a quantity 
of. one ounce or more including any adulterants or dilutants, pF11"=ilied t.li11•• · ue 
i.Aah11ieli at leut l i gRIRI 11f "\he pllM "'8e llue d.Fug, is guilcy ·of a crime of the 
lecond degree; - · 
" (5) A substance dalsified ~ a lia.rCotic dnlg in Scheduli-For 'ii ·other than ·thoge 

- specifically ..covered in this section. or the analog of a.ny inch substance, in a quantity 
of )eH thaJi'one ounce including any-adulterants· or dilntant&, llP iii I '111Mtit31 llf lllle 
liaaee-11P-Rieioe 11iith .. t.liePii lleiiig iiielulie41 lia1 than 3 5 lf'll- 11f t.lie :pu.re free llaae 
lir-ug 11r 11·liere t.lia a111811111t' lif u.1·11- HIM lle11 41.Rii ii; aRli•\8-iHdi·ia g'liilty of a 
crime of.the third degree.except that. DOtwithatanding the provisions of aubaect:iori b. 
of .N.J.S. 2C:.&3-3, a fine of up to $50,000.00 may be impoaed; · . 

(6) Lyaergic acid diethylamide, or ita analog, in a quantity of lOO·milligrams or 
more including . .uy. adulterants or ililntanta, or pbencyclidine,• or· ,it.a analog, in a 
quantity of 10 grama or mondnclnding aoy adulteranta or dilutant.s, . .U..guilty of a 
crime of the fint degree. Except as provided in.2C:SS-,12, the court·aball impoae a 
term of imprisonment ~hich'llhall .4nclude the impoaition :oLt. minimum. term, .fixed 
at. .or. between,ione-.th.ini .and.<>ne-half of the aenteoce impoaed by the ,court, during 
which.the.defendant ahalJ,be.ineJigible for parole. • .N otwit.hatandingihe proTiaiom-of 
subaection i:a.:...af"•N.J.S. 2C:'s,.a,.,.a:...fine of·.np ..to~$300,000.00_.,may .be imposed; 
• 'm~"iliell!ylBmide,'!-'Or'tta ..analot,"'in •·a qumitity .. of ~earthan .. 100 

milligrsnia · .inclnding-.uy-'adaltaam.a ~,;r .dilut.anta; -or "'Wbere"'ithe '2!DOl1Dt·u• unde
termined, or pheiicyclidine;-' or ita analog, in a qliantity of less than 10 gram.a 
including .any adulterants or dilutanta. or where .the ..amount :.ii .DDdetennined, Js 
guilty of a crime of the aeoond·degm~1• ~~. "~'"~_:'.~ 1 " ~'::.7:1'..:':".~.~·:~ ~:.":~"'··:.;.:· 
ll.'(8)'W«:hmip~Oi>a.~,uw.quaittpof .• neooanoe:nemoat!including 
any . .adulterants or dilutants1 pri;l"~QIQ &A- AN .M11h11ied et )wt J Ii . lfl'll™ If die 
,..,. U.e •11•. llRl11,l,a,~.ty~~~-• .crime.~~ th~ aecond~~gt"et!;.,,, •:•:" ... 
_ (9) diletham_phetamine;or #• •n•IQg..in.a.quantitJ..Of.leuihan.one ounce .including 
any-Adult.minta".i>r;diliiian+ji;-e; .. ·a tt•ir•tR¥ gf iiat 9,;9.; ,a;·aa;. •Wit.a t.lalliliaiRra 
iHluded 1111 UlaR 3 5 lfl'll- llf die pure A.1 111111 Grulf llF WAeN \he lllHUlll llf tM 
puN fNe 11111 dR!g ia uRli11teRiiill1il,"w guilty of a .crime-Of the third degree except 
that, notwithstanding the proviaiona·of subsection b; of N.J.S. 2C:~. a fine.of up 
to $50,000.00 may be imposed;,., ,,, .. . ....... ,;... . ... . . 
.. (10) . .Marijuana in. a quantity of five pounds or more including uy adulterants and 
dilutants, or hashish ·in a quantity of. ooe pound or more including any adulterants 
and dilutants, is guilty of a 'U"ime·of the second degree; . .. · . -

(11) Marijiiana in a quantity. oT ooe 'ounce or more but'leiis .t.b&n five j,ounds 
including any adulterants and dilutants, or. hashish' in a quantity· of five ·grams or 
more but less than on~ pound including any adulterants and dilutants, is guilty of a 
crime of the third .degree exi:ept that, notwithstanding the provisions of subsection b. 
of N .J.S. 2C:.&3-3, a -fine of up· to. llS,000.00 lll&Y be ·imposed;·""--.-- -. - ;.. · 

(12) Marijuana in a quantity' o~ less than-one oiince .inclu~ iiiiy -adulteniiiii 1lnd 
dilutanta, or hashish in.a quantity of less than five grams including any adulterants 
and .dilutants, is guilty·of·a crime of"the iourth degree;•:· ,:c • ... ,., · ·'·~ ":·' • • 

. (13) AJJ.y other controlled :dangerous 1ubstaiice cla.isified iii Schedule I, II, III or 
IV, or ita analog, is guilty of a crime of the·t.hird degree, except that. notwithstand· 

... ing the provisions of subsection b. of NJ.S. 2C:.&3-3, a iine·of up·to $15,000.00 may 
. : be imposed; .or . .. .: ........ ,,. ~:r.- •· ·:: r".-· -,.. .. ~·· ""''.---..... ·· - .. · .. 

· · (14) Ally Schedule V ·substance, ·or its ·analog, is guilty of a "crime uf the fourth 
. degree -except that, .llotwit.hstanding .. the provisiollll-·<>f 1ubaection b. of .N.J.S. 

2C:.&3-3, a fme of up to $15,000.00 may be.imposed. ;~,. ~'- ~ · .,.., .. .,,. " . , ·"·' .. '· . 
;-.c. ··Where. th~.degree .of tthe .offenae for ...riola.tioo:of.. this .aectioo .depends on. the 
.quantity,-<>f u-- -uba~ce.-the quantitj~volved.aball be determined by the trier of 
fact. ~ ~ ·the indictment" or 'aaiusation so rovides the quantity involved in 
indi~dual.ai;ti. u( manufacturin~. . bibution, pensmg or poss~sing 'With 'int.eat 
to distnbute may_ be_ ~ggregated in deterniining tlie ·grade of the offelllle, whether 

. CODE OF CRIMINALJUBTICE 2C:35-5 
Not1.3 

diatn'but:ion or diapenaing ia to .the .aame penon or ·aevttal pel'90na, provided .that 
each .individual act .of .manufacturing, distribution, dia!!!nsing or I!Q!!eaBion with 
intent to distribute wu committed withiii the .applicallle .1tatute Of.liiiiitationa. 

L.1981,.c. 106, t l, operative.July 9, 1981. Amended by L.1988, c.-«, f ·2, eff. June 
28, 1988. . ' . 

· · '·· ·· •· Annot4tiou".underpn0r. law. iee II i4:1i-1a, U:!J~lO. 
:: .. :-~cal anti Stabi~;r N~' .' ·::': · riod al ~c· iDclillbllft]. lor olf;;mc"al thlrd-de
. Pn« un: .c. 24:21-19, 24:21~ (L.1970. .c. vec ~al caiuolled c1aqaou1 .i.e.-

. ll6. H J9, l0amaaded111.L.1971,..c._3, tt. a. 9; with illlcnt to diltribuic aac1 iiwida&orJ u.r-,_. 
; L.197',.~.Jl,.t lL... . ..... ~'···. ·:: _ · .. : period al,~.iDtlicibili~.lor p1JmN oCAWV-

-- N.J.S. 2A:l10-&.,...,,.W br .L:l9'1.,-,c. .109, p. dqrec. ~ al. ~trolled,~ .. t.-
lll; t J· J.:.1964, ~1 ·I l : . .. - .wtth mlclll to diltn11u1c withiJI l.000 led 

. •- . ~· - ". ',_'::· al ecboOl ~ - DOC --r.c. -~ 'y; 
C. 24:6C-3 (L.1966, c. 314, I 3). JlKz.. 231 NJ. Super. 93, W1 A..2d .l6I (A..D. 
1LS. .l4:ll-4, --W by "Ll966. ·.c. .313, t" 3; 1990) conil\caDoa dmied 121 H.J. 644, 51l. A.ld 

JLS. 24:11-47, ......i.s by .L.1951. c. j6,· p. ~ ' .335; •. . . . - ..... " ... _ t: •• 

I J;:L.1952,'c.'90, p. 424,'f 1; ~1964, ~.~3. oa-s...i ~· (i'ftni:.p:e.·~ 
f l;' J..1966, c; 313, f "29. . with ialclll. IO .dillribD&c ooc:aiDe. -.Id be _, 

·· L.193~~ c..116, iui. 1l. t "'1; p. 400; :1:1933, C: 1.-d a ~ oll'mda'. SWc v:·Mcr· 
il6. an. JV, t ll.·P. 411, . .. . . .. ritt. l30 NJ. Saper. 211;'53 A..ld"'lO (L1911). 

> I • • •' • .,.... • • • Ddaidan aaa¥icud o( firil-dqniti . ' '• 

:'.a!"F ..:~ -~ ~ J..1.,;;~c~.:106, '1th ialml ~ distriblllc ~~I~ 
uc..~• Hou -~ t lC:l"l a ~ olfcnder, - .abjlocl to period o( - ....,...._ ....... ,,.. • . ,,.role illdillbili .. flJ'.11-dqree. dt'cnder 

~·~'~·; "'··":::i·:~:.;.":;, .. ;i::j:.'. ~. !N:l.s.A.~~:.·~·-v.":iwkrnu;~ 
~~--.for amYicliaa-ol'~ .d .-.Sap«.lll, 553'£ld"70(L.t911).. 

&bit-=Daa.aftcr prm..a.awwil:tilw'fuc wafao. ·· 1 · ~ .;.;:.·,~ ·~.;:~:::.~7. _:.:::,· r:-~ ! 
smiaa;idilaiberiAI ~,,.._..,., ... ...........:... ..... «' ........ ,· •5~:.i,,.-- ·x==r .. 
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: ·~~- y•r.-..r-: .::-"" _..,.....,..-··:!". ,..,~~"'.'"'~ ":' "1ald"iei:ilietH3' c· 3-.~.li(.Qlm:fllilildli 

N-.olO.W-

•. :._;-.,.; • ~ GldiaarJ:mcrp:r~•11ft' ... t 5 a'ima 
whicla .do ·""' laaw....u.imum . .quality .al ,<XJD
IJ'Dllod .daapnNI ..-.....C a-dmmat .ud arc al 
- « lanr Ocpec.lham,J., ctr- -4 do DOI 
~ 'llllliodtlllwy,.;erlOlld ~ iDdijlbilll;r.;.f .7 
oft"allc. wilich curia .JDUldaU,wy period al ,,.,,,ie 
indisibililJ' vrdiDarily woald • - JllctJ"' "into_ 
any al tbcle i 5 c:rimcL ' $late Y. Oomalc:z. 241 
NJ.5upcr. 92. 574 A.lei 417 (A.D.1990). 

. • .. , .. •-· ..., -·-· NOllll>l:rF ~ •• or. ~-<inaa .elf-. 
L JJd8at . .~ · • -' . ' . . . opc:rariq to pndode me<JCI' ol pc.,..;ce with 

"Tbat. juwaile inlmdcd to diltribute -the 60 ·-.to diluibate lteroiA •and·~ I with 
puns o( cacaiDe .louad .in bis ~ •nmr : . . iat.cnt :lO·.msiribute Ji<rom' witbia . .l,(XX) •leotiol 
ICbool .,.nl wllcrc.car ·- •pubd 'COUid.be in- ICliool·~·Alld DIX rio1ate fed<nl'lllld·llAte 
fcrred from .,_.,and ,.;l'Qlllllbl ..... mnvundiaa .. double jaopatdy c1a--. ~ doar-ialclll al .. 
~ SW& in La- al A..A.M., .lll HJ.· lanarc 'to aDClioa multiple ~ llDd pm>

Super.: 9, S41.A.ld.,lA(Ch.1911). ... , . ... . . : • .itllumml ""°" .aiallhana:>ua -rictionl for c.booc 
~ • . · · • · - · 1. , ~· •', ... ·oft'-~ WU DO-lqialaliYe ia&ml .aupportill& 
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dismwu: apia ia future if allowed to remain lroc tribute within l,CXX> loct ol. a achool ia liJbt ot 
and· -nidmce wupporta1 · fiodinl "that ·-ddmdut ·. _.......,, prvrioioli o1 ICbool .20llC c!iatnburioa 
- U.wlwd iii orpaized crime findia& ·ol ...S" oft'cme wblcll ~ .lqillative pl -ol 
for~ . State Y. :V.an>aa. ~~~. 'N.J5apcr· '· ·· -stoppini dru& tnilfic in llCbool-mae Uc! tbm·did 
47';,- '.:ld.ll4 (A..D.1990). __ ... , . ._ .<'c::: .... ": •· ... -....;.,111e fodc:nHirJ- c:oastitllboaal·riclrta 

· C.o. DI · five-year ·-tenm ·<JI ~I, · ~te ma!appina dc:mcnll of olfc:m<S. .·$we Y. 
inchadu.6 ~ rwo-anc!-ooe-ball-yeer pe- • Blow,.237. N.J. SllpCI'. )84, ~7 ~.2.5}'(A.~. 
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g::A:Jo.010· · Prosdrarloa lolteri~ 
i\. A& used in this section: 

SMC 12A.10 

l. .. Commit prostitution'' rncans to. 3. Circles an area in a motor vehicie 
en~ in sexual conduct for money but does not ~ted.Iy beckons to, contacts. or attempt 
include sexual conduc:t engaged in as part of any stop pedestrians: or 
stage performance, play or other entertainment 4. ls a known prostitute or procure 
open to the public. S. Inquires whether a potential pat 

2. ..Known prostitute or procurer'' procurer or prostitute is a police officer, scari 
means a person who within one ( 1) year previous for anicles that would identify a police office 
to the date of arrest for violation of thi5 section, requests the touchini or e:<posini .or aenita.J 
has within the knowledge or the arresting officer female breasts to prove that the person is n 
been convieted in Seattle Municipal Coun of an police officer. · 
offense involvin1 prostitution. (Ord. 113843 § 1, 1988: Ord. 112467 § 1. 1! 

J. -~Public place'' is~n ~senef'a!~r-~~}: Ord. 102843 § 12A.12.020. 1973.) 
ble to public view an4 iDC!Uda '!l eets. si~ J · 
. bri~ alleys, plm.s, parks, drivewJys, pmtirig• Cues: An ordiruanctP")hibitins loitmna. .. uncierarcumst 
~iw.r·a· .... -mobil- {wh-"-- moving or. not).." an_d.· t manifctlin1thepu~ofinducins.enticina.soliciu"'or"' u... Yw - ~..u...... in1 another to commit .in act of prosutu&ion" suffici 
bilifc1iiipJ:)peli to the pneral public i?c?.~~!J'i' desmbcs oven conduct =nstitutint mmrnAJ loitcrinc :a 

. th~ whi ..... ._,e food or .... _ r., or~de au:r th~fore not uncon1tituuon1Uy VQIUC. S..me ... J .... 19 \ 
i"m°'D..,_ w.l.~/... doO '°':'~..,·-tiancm"'~ 626. -'II P~d 7'0(1971).;tf'1J Wn.App. 431. "''H".d 790(~ 
~nmm1t.. ~~~O:, .. J'.!!°1~,. .•. ~ . . .· ;- ·' 
~iiip or dwellings and the grounds endasmg Cua: Ordinance on prostnution loilft'in1 was not f'INJty · 

tD1. · • Or OYCrWoad. WU ftOt YllUC U IP1'1icd to defcnd:lnL Ind di 
4. ..Sexual conduct" means conduct as craie an uncon•tilutional pmumpuon ttuu ;xnbrmint ~ 

defined in Section l2A.02.150 (24 ). acts describe-cf in the ardin:in" made: one fuilry of solicitlftt. 
'· \'JW. 37 Wn.App. '21. 610 Pld 1061 ( 19&.il. 

B. A person is &uilty of prostitution loiterin1 
if he or she remains in a p~blic place and inletl· 
tionally solicits, induces. entices. or procures 
another to commit prostirution. · . 

C. Amona the circumstances which may be 
considered in determinina whether the actor 
intends such prohibited conduct are that he or 
she: 

1. Repeatedly· beckons to, stops or 
attempU to stop. or engages passenby in conver
sation: or 

2. Repeatedly stops or anempts to stop 
motor vehicle operators by hailing, waving of 
~ or any other bodily 1esture; or 

3rd Ed. 
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AN ACT creating tho orrense or loitering for thr purposr. or 
prostitution and supplementing r:h:ipter 34 or Title 2C or the 
New ) ersey Slalutr.s. 

DE IT ENACTED by 1/1e Senale and General l\ssembly of lhe 

Stole o/ New Jrrsey: 
1. a. As used in this section, "public place" means any place 

lo which the public has access including but not limited to a 
public street. sidewalk, bridge, alley, plaza, park, driveway, 
parking lot or transportation facility, vehicle used for public 
transportation, parking lot, public library, or the doorways and 
entrance ways to any building which fronts on any of the 
aforesaid places, or any other public building, structure or area. 
- b. A person commits a disorderly persons offense who, having 
btrnn previously convicterl or a violation or N.J.S. 2\.:34-t or 
N.).S. 2C:l4-4, remains in or wandr.rs ahout in a public place and 
engages in conduct that, undr.r the circumstances m:miresls the 
purpose or prostitution or promoting prustituliun as dr.rinerl in 
N. J .S. 2C:3"4- I. 

c. The requisite purpose is presumed in thn casr. if the person: 
(I) Repeatedly beckons to or stops pedr.sliians in a public 

place; 
(2) Repeatedly attempts to stop, or repeale~lly attempts to 

engage passers-by in conversation; 
(3) Repeatedly stops or attempts to stop mnlnr vr.hir:lr.s. 
2. This act shall take effect immediately. 

STATEMENT 

This bill create thn offense of loitering for the purpose of 
prostitution. Under this bill, a person, having been previously 
convicted of the offense of prostitution under N.J.S. 2C:J4-1 or 
lewdness under N.J.S. 2C:14-4, commits a disorderly persons 
offense if the person remains in or wanders about in a public 
place and engages in conduct which gives rise to probable cause 
to believe that the conduct is for the purpose of engaging in or 
promoting prostitution. 

A disorderly persons offense is punishable hy a rine not to 
el<ceed $1.000. a term of imprisonment not lo exceed six montl1s, 
or both. 

CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

Creates the ofrense of loitering for the purpose of r.ng:iging in 
prostitution. 

., 
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